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Summary

Reconfigurable computing hardware, such as field-programmable gate arrays
(FPGAs), is gaining its popularity since the design and manufacturing cost
of application-specific integrated circuits (ASICs) is elevating according to the
device miniaturization and larger-scale integration. However, the performance
and energy efficiency of conventional FPGAs are much lower than those of ASICs.
These drawbacks originate from low area efficiency due to static random access
memory (SRAM)-based programmable switches that consist of transistors and
have a large area, resistance and capacitance.

To overcome the conventional FPGA drawbacks, FPGAs that exploit via-
switches, which are a kind of Resistive RAM (RRAM), instead of SRAM-based
switches are actively studied. The via-switch is a non-volatile switch with a small
footprint and parasitic load, and it can be implemented and programmed without
using transistors. Thanks to its characteristics, the via-switch is expected to boost
the performance and energy efficiency of FPGA.

On the other hand, the via-switch FPGA is in an early stage of development
and hence facing design, test, and programming challenges for practical applica-
tion. First, in the design phase, there is no sufficient discussion on the interconnect
structure that fully exploits the via-switch advantages. Previous studies on atom
switch based FPGAs, where the atom switch is one of the component devices of
the via-switch, presented a fundamental structure based on crossbars for higher
integration density. Here, the crossbar is a circuit that has a switch device at
every intersection of vertical and horizontal interconnections for signal routing.
However, the appropriate interconnect structure with the via-switch crossbar is not
discussed enough, and the performance improvement effect thanks to via-switches
is not quantitatively evaluated. Next, the manufacturing phase requires the
via-switch FPGA manufacturer to verify the crossbar functionality before the
shipment for ensuring arbitrary routings at the FPGA user side. Therefore, fault
testing is indispensable to check whether all the via-switches can be normally
turned on/off. However, fault testing methodology for the via-switch crossbar
has not been established so far. Meanwhile, in the user programming phase
after the shipment, there is a possibility that the sneak path problem occurs due
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to the crossbar programming structure depending on configuration patterns of
via-switches in the crossbar. The sneak path problem changes on/off state of
non-target via-switches unintentionally due to programming signal detouring, and
interferes the reconfiguration of FPGA. Therefore, it is crucially important to
identify the occurrence conditions and develop countermeasures for this problem.

Solving the challenge at the design phase, this dissertation proposes an
interconnect structure that can selectively insert repeaters to signal paths and
achieve small interconnect delay and high energy efficiency. This work also
clarifies the requirement of the programming structure for the connection switch
between crossbars focusing on the sneak path problem. Transistor-level SPICE-
based evaluation demonstrates that the proposed interconnect structure achieves a
significant performance improvement compared with conventional SRAM-based
FPGA. The proposed structure reaches 26X higher crossbar integration density
and reduces interconnect delay and energy by 90% and 94% at 0.5 V operation.

For the challenge at the manufacturing phase, this dissertation proposes a fault
testing methodology to verify the via-switch crossbar functionality for ensuring
arbitrary routings. This work confirms that a general differential pair comparator
successfully discriminates on/off-states of via-switches, where the comparator can
be implemented with a small area at the peripheral part of the via-switch FPGA
chip. This work also identifies fault modes of a via-switch using SPICE simulation
that injects stuck-on/off faults to atom switch and varistor, which are components
of via-switches. Then, this dissertation proposes a fault diagnosis method that
identifies faulty via-switches in the crossbar according to the comparator response
difference between normal and faulty cases. The proposed method attains 100%
fault detection. As for the diagnosability, the successful ratios of the fault
diagnosis are 100% and 79% in cases that the number of faulty components in
a via-switch is up to one and up to two, respectively.

Aiming at overcoming the challenge at the user programming phase, this
dissertation establishes a sneak path free reconfiguration methodology of via-
switch crossbar. This work investigates the occurrence conditions of the sneak
path problem and identifies the crossbar programming status that causes the
sneak path. Based on the occurrence conditions, this dissertation proposes a
sneak path free programming method that arranges the programming sequence
of via-switches in a crossbar. This work devises an algorithm that effectively
derives a sneak path free programming order by constructing the connection status
of signal lines in a crossbar as a tree structure, which is called the connection
tree. This dissertation also gives a proof that a sneak path free programming
order necessarily exists for arbitrary on-off patterns in a crossbar as long as no
loops exist. The simulation-based evaluation demonstrates that the proposed
method significantly improves the routing flexibility of the via-switch crossbar.
In a practically-sized 100x100 crossbar, the number of available configurations
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increases by over four orders of magnitude. The proposed method successfully
solves the sneak path problem in any practical configurations of via-switch FPGA.

Furthermore, this dissertation extends the above programming method for
partial reconfiguration that partially turns on and off via-switches in the already
programmed crossbar. This work proposes a partial reconfiguration method that
minimizes programming steps while avoiding the sneak path problem. The
proposed method minimizes the number of programmed switches by arranging
the root node of the connection tree. This work models the optimal root node
selection as a set cover problem with cost minimization, and also proposes a low
computational complexity method that obtains the same solution of the set cover
problem without solving it. In a test case of simulation-based evaluation, the
proposed method reduces the number of programmed switches by 77.4% com-
pared to the conventional approach, which enables 4.4X more reconfigurations of
the via-switch FPGA in its device lifetime and reduces reconfiguration time by
77.4%.

This dissertation covers challenges at all phases of via-switch FPGA develop-
ment, i.e., design phase, manufacturing phase, and user programming phase. The
proposed interconnect structure contributes to boosting the operating speed and
energy efficiency. The proposed fault diagnosis method helps the manufacturer to
inspect manufactured products and to prevent the shipment of defective products.
The proposed sneak path solution enables to implement all the practical config-
uration patterns to the via-switch FPGA. The proposed partial reconfiguration
method contributes to extending the lifetime of via-switches and speeding up
the reconfiguration of the via-switch FPGA for both user programming and
manufacturing test. At last, thanks to these contributions, FPGA users can
enjoy implementing any systems on high-performance and defect-free via-switch
FPGA.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

This dissertation addresses design, test, and programming issues of non-volatile
via-switch FPGA that is an emerging FPGA with high energy efficiency. First, this
chapter explains the background and objectives of this dissertation. Section 1.1
describes the research background. Then, Section 1.2 briefly explains the
conventional FPGA and its drawbacks. As a solution to overcome conventional
FPGA drawbacks, emerging non-volatile memory-based FPGAs are introduced
in Section 1.3. After that, Section 1.4 explains via-switch FPGA that is mainly
focused on in this dissertation, and also discusses issues to be solved. Finally,
Section 1.5 states the research objectives of this dissertation.

1.1 Background

In 1965, Gordon Moore found that the number of transistors in an integrated
circuit chip doubles every 18 months. This observation is called Moore’s Law and
has become a self-fulfilling prophecy [1]. Moore’s Law has been maintained for
recent decades by the effort of manufacturers. For example, the transistor count
in Intel microprocessors has doubled every 26 months since the development
of the 4004 microprocessor that had only 2,300 transistors in 1971 [2]. On the
other hand, in 2019, Apple A13 Bionic microprocessor that contains 8.5 billion
transistors was launched [3]. The continuation of Moore’s Law over such a
long term is mainly thanks to the scaling down of transistor size. The 4004
microprocessor was fabricated at a process node of 10 µm, while the Apple
A13 Bionic used a process node of 7 nm. Manufacturers adopt a new process
node every a few years with a 30% smaller transistor size to pack twice as many
transistors in the same area [1, 4].

The successive scaling down of process node is beneficial to transistor
performance, i.e., shrinking the transistor size brings faster operating speed and

1
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Table 1.1: Comparison between ASICs and FPGAs for system implementations.
ASICs FPGAs

Programmability No Yes
Layout/Mask/Manufacturing Necessary Unnecessary

NRE Cost Very High Low
Time to Market Long Short
Design Change Difficult Easy

Design Flow Comlex Simple
Performance High Medium (Higher than CPU)

lower power consumption. On the other hand, especially in application-specific
integrated circuits (ASICs), the development cost is increasing exponentially as
the transistor size scales down [5]. This is because non-recurring engineering
(NRE) costs, which include costs of mask-sets and engineering design efforts
of layout and verification, are very expensive in smaller process nodes. For
example, in 14 nm process, the total development cost of an ASIC reaches 270
million dollars [6]. Such expensive development costs of ASICs are unacceptable
in many fields except for some fields that will sell in huge quantities or that
have cutting-edge performance requirements, e.g., smartphone market, gaming
hardware market, etc. In addition to high development costs, the long time to
market due to complicated design and verification processes is another concern
of ASIC implementations. It also takes a long time and high cost for design
modifications or bug fixes.

In recent years, field-programmable gate arrays (FPGAs) are becoming
popular since ASIC development cost is elevating and development time becomes
longer due to process node scaling. Table 1.1 summarizes the advantages and
disadvantages of ASICs and FPGAs for system implementations. FPGAs are
computing devices that can reprogram the circuit functionality after manufactur-
ing. We utilize a hardware description language (HDL) such as Verilog HDL
and VHDL, which are similar to programming languages, to design the circuit
with already manufactured FPGA, and hence layout, mask, manufacturing steps
are unnecessary in FPGA implementations. Eliminating these steps significantly
reduces NRE costs and shortens the development time. When we need to modify
the circuit design or fix design errors, the modification can be achieved by just
changing the description of HDL and reprogramming the FPGA. The design flow
of FPGA implementations is also simpler than that of ASIC implementations.

Thanks to the above advantages, FPGAs are widely adopted not only for proto-
typing but also practical use in various fields despite lower performance compared
to ASICs. For example, Microsoft, Amazon Web Services, and IBM introduced
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FPGAs to their data centers of cloud computing services [7–10]. FPGAs often
offer much higher performance than central processing units (CPUs), and this
higher performance contributes to both speed up and energy reduction of the
system. Besides, field-programmability, low NRE cost, and a short time to market
of FPGAs are suitable for edge computing devices in the Internet of Things (IoT)
era. Even in the fields of large variety and small quantity production, the adoption
of FPGAs can improve profitability. Furthermore, hardware acceleration with
FPGAs is drawing attention especially for artificial intelligence (AI) in recent
years. For instance, Intel, Xilinx, and Microsoft corporations accelerate deep
neural network (DNN) inference by using FPGAs [11–13]. In this way, FPGAs
have a wide range of applications, and the FPGA market is expected to expand
further in the future.

1.2 Conventional FPGA and Drawbacks
Section 1.2.1 briefly reviews the structure and operating principle of conventional
FPGAs. Then, Section 1.2.2 takes a look at the drawbacks of conventional
FPGAs.

1.2.1 SRAM-Based FPGA
Static random access memory (SRAM)-based FPGAs are the most popular
FPGAs in many fields. These FPGAs typically have an island-style structure
illustrated in Figure 1.1. The island-style structure consists of programmable
logic elements and interconnects arranged in an array, where programmable logic
elements are called logic blocks (LBs) and programmable interconnect wires are
called connection blocks (CBs) and switch blocks (SBs). We can implement any
circuit functionality by constructing arbitrary combinational or sequential circuits
in LBs and routing arbitrary signal paths between LBs in CBs and SBs [14–16].

Figure 1.2 shows the most basic structure of an LB. A k-input look-up table
(LUT) circuit has 2k-bit SRAM cells and a 2k-to-1 multiplexer (MUX) with k
select terminals. To construct arbitrary combinational logic, we store a truth table
of the desired function in k-input and 1-output, and give the input signals of LB
to the select terminals of MUX. Thanks to the 2k-bit SRAM cells, we can define
the output values for all the combinations of k input signals. The LB also contains
flip-flops (FFs) to implement a sequential circuit.

CB and SB have the structures depicted in Figure 1.3 and 1.4, respectively.
CB is responsible for inputting to and outputting from the LB. MUX or pass
transistors are used for controlling the connection between the LB and global
interconnections. Here, the global interconnections are wiring resources that are
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Logic Block (LB)

Connection Block (CB)

Switch Block (SB)

Figure 1.1: Isrand-style FPGA structure.

aligned outside LBs, while the local interconnections are arranged inside LBs.
An SRAM cell is connected to the select terminal of MUX or gate terminal of
the pass transistor. On the other hand, SB connects or disconnects the vertical
interconnection and horizontal interconnection by pass transistors with SRAM
cells. In both CB and SB, we program stored values in SRAM cells to construct
the desired connection between LBs.

1.2.2 Drawbacks of SRAM-Based FPGA
Conventional SRAM-based FPGAs are inferior to ASICs regarding operating
speed, power consumption, and implementation area [17]. For example, when
we implement the same circuit function, Kuon et al. report that FPGA imple-
mentation has four times slower operating speed, fourteen times more dynamic
power, 87 times more static power, and 35 times larger circuit area than ASIC
implementation [18]. These drawbacks originate from a tremendous amount of
programmable switches that are equipped in SRAM-based FPGAs to acquire
reconfigurability as mentioned in the previous subsection. Lin et al. say
that 80% of the circuit delay comes from programmable interconnections with
SRAM-based switches [19].

Typical SRAM-based programmable switch is composed of a switch gate,
such as transmission gate or MUX, and an SRAM cell to hold the on/off states
of switch gate. The switch gate consists of transistors, and hence it has high
resistance and large capacitance, which degrade the circuit speed and increase
power dissipation. The SRAM cell using six transistors consumes a large area.
This increases not only circuit area but also wiring length, and the consequent
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Figure 1.2: SRAM-based logic block structure.

long wire imposes a bad impact on the speed and power. Besides, the volatility
of SRAM cells is also a concern. We need to keep supplying power to SRAM
cells even during standby, and the leakage current in a large amount of SRAM
cells causes enormous static power consumption. Furthermore, conventional
FPGA structure where programming resources and logic circuits share the same
layer, i.e., the transistor layer, is also undesirable. This is because SRAM cells
dominate the FPGA chip area due to the large area and amount of them, and
consequently logic circuits can only use a small area. This makes it difficult to put
computing units that have high computing performance, e.g., arithmetic unit and
multiply-accumulator, on the chip. Ref. [19] reports that programmable routing
resources including SRAM-based switches occupy 78% of the chip area, whereas
computing logic circuits account for only 14%.

From the above reasons, SRAM-based programmable switches lead to the
degradation of interconnect performance and area efficiency of the FPGA.
Therefore, miniaturizing the programmable switch, which is the performance
bottleneck of conventional FPGAs, directly contributes to an area reduction of
the entire FPGA. According to the area reduction, wiring length becomes shorter,
and it reduces signal transmission delay and power consumption. Also, exploiting
low resistance and small capacitance of programmable switches contributes
to boosting the FPGA performance. In recent years, various FPGAs using
non-volatile memories (NVM) are widely developed to overcome the drawbacks
of conventional SRAM-based FPGAs. The details of such FPGAs are discussed
in the following sections.
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Logic 
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Global 
Interconnection

SRAM cell

Figure 1.3: SRAM-based connection block structure.

SRAM cell

Figure 1.4: SRAM-based switch block structure.

1.3 Emerging FPGAs with Non-volatile Memories

This section firstly compares conventional computing hardware in terms of pro-
grammability and energy efficiency. Then, Section 1.3.1 introduces non-volatile
memory (NVM)-based FPGAs that are developed for improving the energy
efficiency of conventional FPGAs. There are traditional NVM-based FPGAs
and emerging NVM-based FPGAs. Section 1.3.2 discusses the advantages and
disadvantages of traditional NVM-based FPGAs. Emerging NVM technologies
are actively developed in recent years, and they are becoming the most promising
candidates to replace SRAM memories in conventional FPGAs. Section 1.3.3
explains three emerging NVM technologies, their structure and operating princi-
ple, followed by the reviews of related works of emerging NVM-based FPGAs in
Section 1.3.4.
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Figure 1.5: Trade-off between programmability and energy efficiency of conven-
tional computing devices, and goal of next-generation FPGAs with non-volatile
memories.

1.3.1 Programmability and Energy Efficiency Trade-off in
Conventional Hardware

Conventional computing hardware has a trade-off relation between programmabil-
ity and energy efficiency as shown in Figure 1.5. The programmability of CPUs
is the highest since we can easily program them with high-level programming
languages such as Python, C++, and so on. However, CPUs suffer from Von
Neumann bottleneck due to their slow access speed between the processor and
memory, and hence their energy efficiency becomes quite low [20, 21]. On the
other hand, ASICs are designed to achieve the highest performance for a specific
function, and therefore the energy efficiency is very high. Instead of this, ASICs
cannot be programmed after manufacturing except the programs of embedded
processors and hardly cope with design changes or bug fixes. Conventional
FPGAs stand between CPUs and ASICs. FPGAs can be programmed like
software by HDL, which is slightly difficult to use compared to high-level
software programming languages. They often offer much better performance
than CPUs since arbitrary circuit functionality can be implemented as dedicated
hardware with parallelization.

In recent years, many researchers have studied how to boost up the pro-
grammability and performance of FPGAs. In terms of programmability, we have
to describe cycle-by-cycle circuit behavior at a low level of abstraction with HDL,
and this requires advanced hardware expertise. To improve the programmability,
high-level synthesis techniques are well developed [22–27]. These techniques
automatically generate an HDL description from a given algorithm written by
high-level language, e.g., C and Java. The synthesis process can be optimized
taking into account the performance, power, and area. Thanks to high-level
synthesis, designers without hardware expertise can easily utilize FPGAs, and
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Table 1.2: Comparison of SRAM-based FPGA and traditional NVM-based
FPGAs.

SRAM-Based Flash-Based Antifuse-Based
Non-volatility No Yes Yes
Switch Area Large Medium Small

On-Resistance High High Low
Capacitance Large Large Small

Reconfigurability Yes Yes No
Manufacturing Process Simple Complex Simple

we can also shorten the development time.
For improving the energy efficiency of FPGAs, on the other hand, various

FPGAs that exploit other programmable switches instead of SRAM-based one
are studied. As described in the previous section, SRAM-based programmable
switches are performance bottleneck in conventional FPGAs. Requirements of
desirable programmable switches are as follows.

• Small circuit area.

• Low on-resistance and high off-resistance.

• Small parasitic capacitance.

• Simple manufacturing process and high yield rate.

• Non-volatility.

According to the above requirements, many FPGA architectures using non-
volatile memories (NVMs) are widely developed. There are traditional NVM-
based FPGAs and emerging NVM-based FPGAs. The following subsections
explain the characteristics of each FPGA.

1.3.2 Traditional Non-volatile FPGAs
There are two types of traditional non-volatile FPGAs, namely, flash memory-
based FPGA [28–32] and antifuse FPGA [33–37]. Table 1.2 summarizes the
characteristics of these traditional NVM-based FPGAs with the SRAM-based one.

Flash-based FPGAs replace SRAM cells by flash memories. The flash
memory is a kind of floating-gate metal-oxide-semiconductor field-effect tran-
sistors (MOSFETs), and we program it by injecting an electrical charge to the
floating-gate. Compared to SRAM-based switches, the area per switch can be
reduced, but flash-based switches still have high on-resistance and large parasitic
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capacitance. Besides, combining flash and complementary MOS (CMOS)
technologies requires a complicated and costly manufacturing process.

When we program antifuse FPGAs, we apply a high voltage to the antifuse
switch. Initially, the antifuse switch is insulated. The applied high voltage
makes a small hole in the insulation layer, and the switch turns on. Antifuse
switch has advantages of a small area, low on-resistance, and small capacitance.
However, once a hole is formed in the insulation layer, we cannot fill up the hole.
Therefore, an antifuse FPGA allows only one-time programming, and there is no
reconfigurability after programming once.

1.3.3 Emerging Non-volatile Memories
The previous subsection explains that traditional NVM-based FPGAs have many
disadvantages despite their non-volatility. Recently, novel FPGA architectures
using emerging non-volatile memories are widely proposed for boosting energy
efficiency compared to conventional FPGAs [38, 39]. Firstly, this subsection
summarizes the structure and operation of emerging NVM technologies, and then
reviews emerging NVM-based FPGAs in the next subsection.

Emerging NVMs are two-terminal devices, and we change their resistance by
imposing an electrical stimulus, i.e., voltage or current pulse. A high resistance
state (HRS) is regarded as off-state and a low resistance state (LRS) corresponds
to on-state. The switching between off-state and on-state is repeatable. NVMs
have a non-volatility, namely, each on/off-state is maintained after power off.
Emerging NVMs can be categorized into three types according to switching
physics: spin-transfer-torque magnetic random access memory (STT-MRAM),
phase-change random access memory (PCRAM), and resistive random access
memory (RRAM) [40–42].

Table 1.3 compares the device characteristics of SRAM and emerging NVM
technologies [41]. Thanks to very high cell density and low leakage power
of emerging NVMs, replacing SRAM cells or whole SRAM-based switches
including switch gate with these NVMs can improve the area efficiency and
energy efficiency of FPGA. Especially, PCRAM and RRAM have a large on-off
ratio, which represents the ratio of off-resistance to on-resistance. The large
on-off ratio is beneficial to FPGA performance since low resistance in on-state
enables high-speed signal transmission and high resistance in off-state cuts off
the leakage current. PCRAM and RRAM also have good process compatibility
with mainstream CMOS technology. Therefore, these NVM technologies can
be easily combined with general CMOS logic circuits at a lower cost. On the
other hand, cycling endurance of emerging NVMs, which means the maximum
number of on-off switching, is lower than the SRAM cell. Thanks to the above
features of emerging NVMs, they are becoming the most promising candidate
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Table 1.3: Device Characteristic Comparison of SRAM and Emerging NVM
Technologies.

SRAM STT-MRAM PCRAM RRAM
Non-volatility No Yes Yes Yes

Cell Area > 100 F2 6–50 F2 4–30 F2 4–12 F2

Leakage Power High Low Low Low
On-Off Ratio N/A < 2X 102–103X 101–106X

CMOS Compatibility Yes Poor Yes Yes
Cycling Endurance > 1016 > 1015 106–109 104–1012

F: minimum feature size.

to replace SRAM-based programmable switches in conventional FPGAs. The
following paragraphs explain the structure and operating mechanism of each
emerging NVM.

The STT-MRAM cell is based on a magnetic tunnel junction (MTJ) struc-
ture [43–49]. MTJ structure consists of two ferromagnetic layers separated by a
thin tunneling insulator layer, and one ferromagnetic layer is called a free layer
and the other is a pinned layer as shown in Figure 1.6. We can change the
magnetization direction in the free layer by injecting a large amount of electrons
with the same spin direction, while the magnetization direction in the pinned
layer is fixed. When both free and pinned layers have the same magnetization
direction, which is called a parallel state, the resistance of STT-MRAM is low and
a large tunneling current flows in the cell. On the other hand, in an antiparallel
state where magnetization directions of free and pinned layers are opposite,
the resistance becomes high and the current becomes small. This resistance
change phenomenon that depends on the magnetization direction is known as
tunneling magnetoresistance (TMR) effect. The on-off ratio of STT-MRAM is
typically small, specifically less than 2X. The fabrication of STT-MRAM becomes
complicated and has relatively poor compatibility to CMOS process technology
since ten or more layers of ferromagnetic materials are stacked in MTJ structure.

The PCRAM cell is composed of chalcogenide materials that have two phases
of the amorphous phase and crystalline phase as illustrated in Figure 1.7 [50–55].
The amorphous phase corresponds to off-state and has high resistance, whereas
the crystalline phase which has low resistance corresponds to on-state. When we
turn on a PCRAM cell, we heat the cell at a relatively low temperature and then
cool down slowly. In the turning off operation, on the other hand, we use a high
temperature for heating and then rapidly cool the cell. The on-off resistance ratio
of PCRAM is much larger in the range from 100X to 1,000X. Due to the slow
cooling down process in the turning on operation, switching speed of PCRAM cell
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Figure 1.6: Structure and operation of STT-MRAM cell.
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Figure 1.7: Structure and operation of PCRAM cell.

is limited, specifically slower than 50 ns which is ten times longer than RRAM
cell. PCRAM has a long endurance of 106–109 cycles. In general, PCRAM has
good process compatibility with CMOS technology.

The RRAM cell consists of metal oxide or solid electrolyte sandwiched
between two electrodes, where metal oxide-based RRAM and solid electrolyte-
based RRAM are called oxide random access memory (OxRAM) [56–60] and
conductive bridge random access memory (CBRAM) [61–65], respectively. In
an RRAM cell, low resistance conductive filaments are formed (on-state) and
ruptured (off-state) between two electrodes by applying a voltage as depicted in
Figure 1.8. Here, this figure shows an OxRAM cell and its filaments consist of
oxygen vacancies, while filaments of CBRAM consist of metal atoms. OxRAM
has a small on-off resistance ratio of 10–100X and better cycling endurance up to
1012 cycles. On the other hand, the on-off ratio of CBRAM is very large in the
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Figure 1.8: Structure and operation of RRAM cell.

range from 103X to 106X and endurance is limited to 104 cycles. RRAMs have
excellent process compatibility with CMOS technology.

1.3.4 Emerging NVM-Based FPGAs

In recent years, FPGA architectures that utilize emerging NVMs are widely
studied. There are three categories of emerging NVM-based FPGAs. The
first category is FPGAs based on non-volatile SRAM (NV-SRAM) cells and
non-volatile logic (NV-logic) circuits [66, 67]. The second category replaces
SRAM cells with NVM cells [68, 69], while the third category exploits NVMs
instead of whole SRAM-based switches including not only SRAM cells but also
transistor switches whose gates are connected to the SRAM cells [39, 70]. The
following paragraphs review FPGAs in each category and their contributions.

The first category adds NVMs to SRAMs and flip-flops for building the
NV-SRAMs and NV-logic cells. The NVMs record the cell states before power
off and restore after power on. The goal of this category is to completely
cut off leakage power at standby and be immediately ready for computing on
demand. Xue et al. proposed a low-power variation-tolerant non-volatile LUT,
and demonstrated 38% reduction in power and 22% reduction in delay [66].
Huang et al. presented a low active leakage and high reliability PCRAM-based
NV-SRAM [67]. The proposed NV-SRAM based LUT achieves 174 times
reduction in active leakage power compared to the state-of-the-art. However,
NV-SRAM and NV-logic based FPGAs remain having SRAM-based switches,
which are the performance bottleneck in conventional FPGAs, and consequently
the improvement on processing speed and area efficiency is limited.

In the second category, SRAM cells that control switch gates are replaced
by NVM cells. Typically, NVM-based memory cell consists of two NVM cells
in series where one end is connected to power rail and the other is connected
to the ground rail. By letting only one NVM cell on-state, i.e., the other is
off-state, a value of 0 or 1 can be read from the signal line between two NVM
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cells. Thanks to the elimination of SRAM cells, FPGAs in the second category
reduce the area and energy consumption. Ju et al. proposed an STT-MRAM
memory block based FPGA that reduced the critical path delay by 8.55% and the
power by 54.34% [68]. Yuan et al. proposed an overall FPGA architecture with
RRAM-based memory cells, and stated that they reduced the energy consumption
by 39.5% compared with the state-of-the-art techniques [69]. However, these
FPGAs still use transistor switches with high resistance in signal paths, which
increases the signal delay.

The third category replaces both a transistor switch and its corresponding
SRAM cell with an NVM cell since NVMs naturally have both switching and
memory functionalities. Thanks to low resistance NVMs being placed in signal
paths instead of high resistance transistor switch, the critical path delays can be
reduced. Gaillardon et al. proposed NVM-based SB and LUT structures, and
demonstrated an area and delay reduction of up to 28% and 34% compared to
conventional FPGA [39]. They also claimed that PCRAM leads to the lowest
leakage power, whereas RRAM gives the best area and delay improvements.
Khaleghi et al. presented an RRAM-based FPGA architecture including SB, LUT,
and also programming circuitry [70]. Their architecture reduces the area and delay
by 59.4% and 20.1% compared to SRAM-based FPGA, and also improves the area
and power by 49.7% and 33.8% compared to recent RRAM-based architecture.
Miyamura et al. fabricated an FPGA based on atom switches [71], where the
atom switch is one of the via-switch component and is detailed in the next section.
They also demonstrated that their FPGA performed 60% active power saving and
three times faster operation compared with a conventional FPGA. However, these
NVMs need a few transistors per each cell for programming and those transistors
prevent the further improvement of area efficiency.

1.4 Via-Switch FPGA and Issues
This section introduces via-switch FPGA that is mainly focused on in this
dissertation. The via-switch FPGA is a novel non-volatile FPGA under active
development for the practical application. First, Section 1.4.1 describes via-switch
structure and characteristics. Then, Section 1.4.2 explains a fundamental structure
and switch programming steps. Finally, Section 1.4.3 discusses challenges to be
solved for the practical application of the via-switch FPGA.

1.4.1 Via-Switch
To overcome the drawbacks of conventional SRAM-based FPGAs, various
FPGAs that exploit emerging NVMs as programmable switches instead of
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Figure 1.9: Structure and operation of atom switch.

SRAM-based ones are widely studied as explained in the previous section. In
these emerging NVM-based FPGAs, however, one or two access transistors per a
programmable switch are required for switch programming. The access transistor
is relatively large despite the small footprint of an NVM-based switch, and hence
it prevents further area reduction. To eliminate access transistors, non-volatile
via-switch is actively developed [72–74]. The via-switch is a non-volatile,
rewritable, and compact switch that is developed to implement a crossbar switch
by Banno et al. [72]. This switch consists of atom switches, which are a kind
of CBRAMs in RRAMs family, and varistors in place of access transistors. This
subsection explains the device structure, functionality, and characteristics of the
via-switch.

The atom switch consists of a solid electrolyte sandwiched between copper
(Cu) and ruthenium (Ru) electrodes as shown in Figure 1.9. By applying a positive
voltage to the Cu electrode, a Cu bridge is formed in the solid electrolyte, and
the switch turns on. On the other hand, when a negative voltage is applied, Cu
atoms in the bridge are reverted to the Cu electrode, and then the switch turns
off. The switching between on-state and off-state is repeatable, and each state is
non-volatile [75–79]. In an atom switch, both electrodes are connected by Cu
metal ions, and therefore the on-resistance becomes low and capacitance becomes
small. The on-resistance depends on the programming current through the atom
switch when we form the Cu bridge, and it can be down to 200 Ω that is one
order of magnitude lower compared with a MOS transistor switch. Off-resistance
of an atom switch is 200 MΩ. Capacitance per atom switch is 0.14 fF [72, 80].
The atom switch can be reprogrammed about 1,000 times [71]. Furthermore, the
atom switch can be integrated in the back-end-of-line (BEoL) layers with a small
area, where BEoL layers correspond to wiring layers, while the front-end-of-line
(FEoL) layer corresponds to transistor layer [81–84]. Since atom switches do
not use transistors, we can fully utilize the FEoL layer to implement the logic,
memory, or arithmetic computing unit.
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On the other hand, when we use a single atom switch as a programmable
switch, a device reliability issue arises. The turning on/off operation applies a
relatively high voltage (programming voltage) to the atom switch, whereas we
use lower voltage than programming voltage during normal operation. However,
even when a lower voltage is applied to the atom switch, a small amount of Cu
ions move, and hence it may lead to the transition of on/off states. To prevent the
above reliability issue, the complementary atom switch (CAS) is devised, where it
consists of two atom switches connected in series with opposite direction as shown
in Figure 1.10 [85–89]. By regarding two atom switches as a programmable
switch, the voltage applied to each atom switch is divided and it alleviates Cu
ions transfer. Besides, when a positive voltage is given to either atom switch,
a negative voltage is applied to the other atom switch thanks to the anti-series
structure of a CAS, and this improves the device reliability. In the programming
of CAS, a pair of the signal line and control line supply a programming voltage to
each atom switch, and two atom switches are programmed sequentially. During
normal operation, on the other hand, only signal lines are used for routing [71].

To accurately provide the programming voltage only to the target atom switch
in a switch array, the varistor, which is a kind of bidirectional diode, is introduced
into the via-switch [72–74]. Figure 1.11 shows the structure of via-switch, where
the varistor is connected to the control terminal of CAS. When a voltage higher
than a threshold value (programming voltage) is applied between the signal and
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Figure 1.11: Via-switch structure.

control lines, the varistor supplies programming current to an atom switch. On
the other hand, the varistor isolates the control lines from the signal lines during
normal operation, and we can regard a via-switch as a two-terminal device with
two signal lines. Both CAS and varistor can be implemented in the BEoL layer,
and therefore the via-switch is a fully transistor free programmable switch. The
minimum footprint per via-switch is 18 F2 [72, 80].

1.4.2 Via-Switch FPGA
Figure 1.12 illustrates the concept of via-switch FPGA. By using non-volatile
via-switches with a small footprint, resistance and capacitance instead of SRAM-
based switches, the area and energy efficiency can be expected to improve.
Furthermore, the BEoL layer integration of via-switches without transistors
enables us to exploit the whole FEoL layer for computing logic. This promotes
to implement rich computing units, e.g., arithmetic and logic units (ALUs),
multiply-accumulators, accelerators for AI applications, etc. The following
paragraphs explain the via-switch FPGA structure and switch programming steps.

The structure of via-switch FPGA is an array of configurable logic blocks
(CLBs), and each CLB is composed of a logic block and a crossbar where a via-
switch is placed at each intersection of signal lines as shown in Figure 1.13 [80].
The via-switch in the crossbar is responsible for connection and disconnection
between the horizontal and vertical signal lines by changing the switch on/off
states. Besides, the top half of the crossbar serves as input and output multiplexers
to the logic block and corresponds to the connection block in conventional FPGAs.
On the other hand, the bottom half of the crossbar, which corresponds to the switch
block, routes global interconnections. The logic block organizes combinational
and sequential circuits. In via-switch FPGA, we reconfigure each CLB separately.
To acquire this, via-switches are also placed at the boundary between adjacent
CLBs as depicted in Figure 1.13.

Next, the following describes how to program the via-switch in the crossbar
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Figure 1.12: Concept of via-switch FPGA.

structure. Figure 1.14 illustrates the via-switch based crossbar structure. Both
signal and control lines are aligned horizontally and vertically. This figure
exemplifies programming steps in a 2x2 crossbar where an atom switch is turned
on at each step. A pair of the perpendicular signal and control lines crossing
at the via-switch of interest are used for switch programming. As mentioned in
the previous subsection, when a high programming voltage is given between the
signal and control lines, the varistor turns on and supplies programming current
to the switch. Therefore, two programming drivers are activated at each step, and
a positive voltage is given to one of the signal lines, and a ground voltage is given
to one of the control lines. Other lines are floated. As shown in the figure, steps 1
and 2 successfully turn on the via-switch at the bottom left.

1.4.3 Issues of Via-Switch FPGA

Thanks to the advantages of via-switches as mentioned, via-switch FPGA is
expected to significantly boost the energy efficiency compared to conventional
FPGAs. On the other hand, the via-switch FPGA is facing some challenges for
the practical application. First of all, it is primarily important to establish the fab-
rication and integration technologies of via-switches. For utilizing via-switches
as programmable switches, they need to have a large on-off resistance ratio.
Also, novel nano-sized devices such as via-switches face a challenge in terms
of device yield, and hence highly-reliable manufacturing process is demanded.
To tackle these issues, Refs. [74, 79, 90–92] have been actively developing
the integration technology of via-switches and improving device characteristics.
Besides, developing computer-aided design (CAD) tools for the via-switch FPGA
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Figure 1.13: Structure of via-switch FPGA.

is also challenging. Based on the features and constraints of the via-switch FPGA
architecture, it is essential to build appropriate CAD tools that are responsible
for the logic synthesis, technology mapping, place and route. For this challenge,
the mapping algorithm dedicated for the via-switch FPGA is devised [93, 94].
However, some critical challenges still remain for the practical application of the
via-switch FPGA. This subsection explains these challenges along each phase of
via-switch FPGA development, i.e., the chip design phase, manufacturing phase,
and reprogramming phase at the user side.

First, as the challenge at the chip design phase, the interconnect structure
that fully utilizes the advantages of via-switches is not sufficiently studied.
The crossbar structure is considered to be suitable to efficiently accommodate
many switches in a small area and to improve the performance in previous
studies on FPGAs with atom switches. However, quantitative evaluations on the
performance improvement effect in the case that the via-switch FPGA exploits
crossbar structure are not enough. Besides, an appropriate connection structure
between CLBs has not been considered so far. Furthermore, the repeater
insertion technique for improving the interconnect performance, which is a
common strategy in conventional circuit design, is not discussed. For example in
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Figure 1.14: Via-switch based crossbar structure and switch programming steps.

conventional FPGAs, signal slope tends to become gentle due to the large circuit
area and the large parasitic load of switch circuits. To prevent the signal distortion
and improve the performance, conventional FPGAs frequently insert repeaters to
the signal paths, where the repeater is a driving circuit to restore the distorted
signals and is typically implemented by a buffer or inverter. From the above, the
interconnect structure that maximizes the performance improvement effect thanks
to via-switches needs to be clarified.

Next, in the manufacturing phase, via-switch FPGA manufacturer needs
to inspect the via-switch based crossbar functionality before the shipment for
ensuring that FPGA users can implement arbitrary routings. For this purpose,
fault testing that investigates whether all the via-switches can be normally turned
on and off is essential. However, fault testing methodology for via-switch based
crossbar has not been developed. As mentioned, the via-switch has an upper
limit on the number of reprogramming. Therefore, the fault testing method with
a small number of reprogramming is desirable for maximizing the number of
reprogramming at the FPGA user side after the shipment.

After the shipment of the via-switch FPGA, users apply various programs
to the FPGA. However, the crossbar programming structure explained in the
previous subsection may cause the sneak path problem depending on on-off
patterns of via-switches in a crossbar. For example, the programming of the top
right via-switch in Figure 1.15 cannot be performed correctly. The atom switch
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Figure 1.15: Sneak path problem in via-switch crossbar programming.

that composes the bottom right via-switch is under programming unintentionally
since the positive voltage is provided through the already on-state via-switches
at the bottom left and top left. Such an unintentional switch programming due
to signal detouring through on-state via-switches is the sneak path problem.
The sneak path problem interferes the reconfiguration of FPGA, and hence it is
crucially important to clarify the occurrence conditions and find countermeasures
for the sneak path problem.

1.5 Objectives of This Dissertation
The objective of this dissertation is to solve the issues preventing the practical
application of the via-switch FPGA and provide an environment where users can
utilize the high-performance and defectless via-switch FPGA without the sneak
path problem. For this purpose, this dissertation tackles the challenges of via-
switch FPGA at the chip design phase, manufacturing phase, and reprogramming
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phase at the user side as explained in Section 1.4.3. This subsection summarizes
the objectives of the following chapters and outlines how to address each issue.

Chapter 2 aims at solving the issues at the design phase. This work
investigates interconnect structures of via-switch FPGA focusing on the repeater
insertion, and proposes a structure that can utilize the via-switch advantages
and can selectively insert repeaters to the signal paths. Then, transistor-level
SPICE simulations quantitatively evaluate the interconnect performance of the
proposed structure and demonstrate that the significant performance improvement
is achieved comparing to conventional SRAM-based FPGA. Besides, this chapter
clarifies the appropriate connection structure between CLBs of via-switch FPGA
taking the sneak path problem into account. For this purpose, this work also
reviews a constraint-based countermeasure for the sneak path problem in the
via-switch crossbar and give a formal proof of its effectiveness.

Chapter 3 establishes a fault detection and diagnosis methodology for the
manufacturing phase of the via-switch FPGA. This work is the first one to
investigate the fault testing of the via-switch crossbar. This chapter utilizes a
general differential pair comparator, which can be implemented with a small area
at the peripheral a part of via-switch FPGA chip, for distinguishing the via-switch
on/off-states in the crossbar. Next, fault modes of a via-switch are clarified
by using SPICE simulation that injects stuck-on/off faults to atom switch and
varistor. Then, this work proposes a fault detection and diagnosis methodology
that identifies faulty via-switches in the via-switch crossbar focusing on the
difference of the comparator response in normal and faulty cases. The number
of reprogramming in the proposed fault testing method is very small, i.e., each
via-switch is reprogrammed only once. The fault detectable ratio and diagnosable
ratio are also evaluated.

Chapter 4 addresses the sneak path problem that is a critical issue at the user
programming phase. First, the crossbar programming status that causes the sneak
path is identified by investigating the occurrence conditions of the sneak path
problem. After that, this chapter proposes an initial programming method that
avoids the sneak path problem by arranging the programming sequence of via-
switches in a crossbar. It should be noted that the crossbar whose via-switches are
all off-state is supposed as the initial state in the initial programming. This work
develops an algorithm that can effectively find a sneak path free programming
order by traversing the connection tree, which represents the connection status of
signal lines in a crossbar as a tree structure. A formal proof that a sneak path free
programming order necessarily exists for arbitrary on-off patterns without loops
in a crossbar is also provided in this chapter. The significant improvement of
the routing flexibility in the via-switch crossbar is confirmed by the quantitative
simulation-based evaluation.

Chapter 5 extends the proposed method of Chapter 4 for partial reconfiguration
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in the already programmed crossbar at the initial state. This work proposes a
partial reprogramming method for minimizing the number of switch programming
steps while avoiding the sneak path problem. The minimization of the number of
programmed switches is achieved by arranging the root node of the connection
tree. This chapter models the optimal root node selection as a set cover problem
with cost minimization, and also proposes a low computational complexity
method that obtains the same solution of the set cover problem without solving
it. The simulation-based evaluation confirms that the proposed method greatly
reduces the number of programming steps and contributes to extending the
lifetime of via-switches and speeding up the reconfiguration of the via-switch
FPGA.

Finally, Chapter 6 summarizes the dissertation. Future works are also
discussed in this chapter.

Primary issues at all phases of via-switch FPGA development that prevent
practical application are covered in this dissertation as illustrated in Figure 1.16.
The interconnect structure proposed in Chapter 2 boosts both the operating speed
and energy efficiency. The fault diagnosis method proposed in Chapter 3 helps
the FPGA manufacturer to inspect manufactured products and to prevent the
shipment of defective products to FPGA users. The sneak path solution proposed
in Chapters 4 and 5 enables to implement all the practical configuration patterns
to the via-switch FPGA. As a result, this dissertation realizes that FPGA users
can enjoy implementing any applications on high-performance and defectless
via-switch FPGA.
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Chapter 2

Interconnect Structure Design and
Evaluation in Via-Switch FPGA

This chapter discusses the interconnect structure that is suitable for via-switch
FPGA [80]. By comparing some interconnect structures of via-switch FPGA, this
chapter proposes a high performance interconnect structure that can selectively
insert repeaters to signal paths. This chapter also clarifies the appropriate
programming structure at the connection switch between CLBs taking the sneak
path problem into account. Section 2.1 introduces the repeater insertion that is
an important technique in circuit design to improve the interconnect performance.
Then, Section 2.2 proposes an interconnect structure and provides some structures
to be compared. The inter-CLB connection structure is also discussed in this
section. Section 2.3 evaluates the interconnect performance of these structures by
transistor-level SPICE simulation, and demonstrates that the proposed structure
attains high energy efficiency. Lastly, Section 2.4 summarizes this chapter.

2.1 Introduction

This chapter focuses on the repeater insertion which is one of the design consid-
erations in integrated circuits [1]. Both interconnect resistance and capacitance
increase in proportion to wiring length L, and hence wiring delay increases in
proportion to the square of wiring length L2. To mitigate this quadratic effect,
repeater circuits, which are typically buffers or inverters, are inserted in the middle
of interconnection to divide the interconnection and shorten the wiring length per
gate circuit. Supposing the wiring is split into N segments with N repeaters, each
segment has a delay time of (L/N)2, and hence the total delay through N segments
becomes L2/N. If the number of segments is proportional to the wiring length,
the overall delay increases only linearly with L. On the other hand, repeaters also
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become load factors that have resistance and capacitance, and therefore excessive
repeater insertion leads to degrading the operating speed and energy efficiency.
Besides, repeater insertion has a disadvantage that signal transmission direction is
fixed since repeaters allow only the unidirectional signal transfer.

Conventional FPGAs have large wiring length, and consequent large resis-
tance and capacitance due to the large area of the SRAM-based programmable
switches as explained in Section 1.2. Therefore, repeaters are placed at every
connection block and switch block, and the signal frequently goes through these
repeaters [95]. In via-switch FPGA, on the other hand, the circuit area is expected
to be dramatically reduced thanks to the small footprint of a via-switch, and
wiring resistance and capacitance become small according to the area reduction.
The via-switch resistance and capacitance are also small. Hence, frequent
repeater insertion by adopting the conventional strategy may lead to performance
degradation. The following sections clarify an interconnect structure that is
suitable for via-switch FPGA.

2.2 Interconnect Structures of Via-Switch FPGA
This section introduces the proposed interconnect structure and some structures
to be compared.

2.2.1 Proposed Interconnect Structure
Figure 2.1 illustrates the proposed interconnect structure. An important feature
of the proposed structure is that repeaters are arranged separately from the global
signal lines. In this structure, the connection block is responsible for repeater
insertion. This structure enables us to selectively insert repeaters according to
the signal transmission distance. For example, in short distance transmission
such as transmission to adjacent CLB, the wiring load is small, and hence no
repeaters are inserted by using the blue path depicted in Figure 2.1. On the
other hand, in the signal transfer over a long distance, the crossbar routes the
signal like the green path shown in Figure 2.1 at the middle CLBs and insert
repeaters. This selective repeater insertion contributes to optimized signal delay.
Besides, the signal lines of the proposed structure are bidirectional since the
via-switch is naturally capable of bidirectional signal transfer and repeaters are
placed separately from the signal lines. Thanks to the bidirectional transmission,
the routing efficiency per signal line improves and consequently the number of
necessary signal lines can be reduced. Ref. [80] reports that the number of signal
lines with bidirectional interconnects can be reduced by 9–14% compared with
unidirectional interconnects in a case study of application mapping.
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Figure 2.1: Proposed interconnect structure of via-switch FPGA.

2.2.2 Connection Structure Between CLBs

In via-switch FPGA, CLBs are connected to each other by via-switches, but the
detailed connection structure is not discussed so far. This subsection clarifies the
requirement of connection structure focusing on the sneak path problem in the
switch programming as explained in Section 1.4.3. An important design consider-
ation of switch programming is how to arrange control lines of via-switches. For
example in the crossbar as mentioned in Section 1.4, each via-switch connects
to two control lines that are aligned horizontally and vertically. Ochi et al. intu-
itively claimed that a programming constraint which prohibits multiple on-state
via-switches in the same horizontal line eliminates the sneak path problem. They
also mentioned that they could turn on multiple via-switches in the same vertical
line for multiple fan-outs by imposing the programming constraint. Therefore, this
subsection reveals the appropriate programming structure of between CLBs while
assuming that there are multiple on-state via-switches in the same horizontal line
but not in the same vertical line. In addition, the next subsection gives a formal
proof that the programming constraint surely eliminates the sneak path problem
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Figure 2.2: Sneak path problem in connection switch between CLBs.

in the crossbar.
First, a smaller number of control lines is better in terms of area efficiency.

Therefore, it is preferable that all the connection switches between CLBs share
one control line as illustrated in Figure 2.2. However, this structure causes the
sneak path problem when multiple via-switches are on-state in the same line of
the crossbar, and a non-target connection switch turns on unintentionally in the
figure. To prevent the sneak path problem, an individual control line needs to
be aligned for each connection switch between horizontal CLBs. On the other
hand, connection switches between vertical CLBs can share the same control line
since the multiple on-state via-switches in the same horizontal line are not allowed
under the programming constraint.

2.2.3 Effectiveness Proof of Programming Constraint Based
Countermeasure for Sneak Path Problem

This subsection proves that there is no sneak path problem in the programming
of the any-sized via-switch based crossbar structure under a programming con-
straint that the multiple on-state via-switches are allowed only in one direction.
Following the procedure below, a formal proof based on mathematical induction
is provided.

1. Prove that the sneak path problem does not arise in the programming of
1 × 1 crossbar (i.e., single via-switch). This is self-evident.
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2. Assume that the sneak path problem does not arise at each programming
step for any configuration patterns of M × N crossbar.

(a) Prove that the sneak path problem does not arise at each programming
step for any configuration patterns in (M + 1) × N crossbar.

(b) Prove that the sneak path problem does not arise at each programming
step for any configuration patterns in M × (N + 1) crossbar.

3. Once procedures 1 and 2 are completed, this work can prove there is no
sneak path problem in the programming of the any-sized crossbar.

The atom switch at the intersection when a positive voltage is given to the
signal line and a ground voltage is given to the control line is turned on. When
the number of such intersections is two or more, the sneak path problem arises.
Here, the proof focuses on the number of bends of the programming signal given
to the signal line. When the number of bends of programming signal given to
the signal line is two or more, there are two or more intersections where the
corresponding atom switches become on as shown in Figure 1.15. In other words,
the programming signal must be bend twice or more by on-state via-switches to
cause the sneak path problem. The proof will show that the number of signal
bends is at most one in procedure 2. The following assumes that the multiple
on-state via-switches are allowed only in the vertical direction without losing
generality since the crossbar has a symmetrical structure. Also, turning on and
off a via-switch is a symmetrical operation, and by swapping the voltages given to
the signal line and control line, the same proof can be easily achieved. Therefore,
the following proof only considers the situation in which via-switches are turned
on.

In procedure 2-(a), it is necessary to prove that there is no sneak path problem
in any possible configuration patterns newly added by the horizontal one-column
crossbar extension. Here, the number of on-state via-switches in each row is zero
or one because the multiple on-state via-switches in the horizontal direction are
not allowed. Therefore, what the proof needs to clarify is that for each row with no
on-state via-switches, the switches located at the expanded column can be turned
on without the sneak path problem. The upper right of Figure 2.3 illustrates this
example. The programming of a via-switch must turn on two atom switches, i.e.,
the upper atom switch connected to the horizontal signal line and the lower atom
switch connected to the vertical signal line as shown in Figure 1.14. When the
upper atom switch is under programming, a positive voltage is provided to the
horizontal signal line (e.g., step 1 in Figure 1.14). Here, all other switches on the
same horizontal line are off-state due to the programming constraint, and hence the
signal given to the signal line never bends. On the other hand, the programming
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Figure 2.3: Crossbar expansion supposed in induction-based proof.

of the lower atom switch uses the vertical signal line (e.g., step 2 in Figure 1.14).
In this case, the programming signal can be bent depending on whether there are
on-state via-switches on the same vertical line. However, the signal never bends
further because the multiple on-state via-switches in the horizontal direction are
not allowed. From the above, the proof can conclude that the total number of
signal bends is at most one and hence no sneak path problem arises in procedure 2-
(a).

Next, let us move to the procedure 2-(b). The crossbar is expanded by one
row in the vertical direction. Here, only one via-switch on the expanded row can
be turned on because the multiple on-state via-switches in the horizontal direction
are not allowed. Therefore, what the proof should verify is that any one of the
switches on the expanded row can be turned on, which is illustrated in the lower
right of Figure 2.3. When the upper atom switch is under programming, the
programming signal given to the horizontal signal line never bends similar to the
proof of procedure 2-(a). When the lower atom switch is under programming,
the programming signal bends at most once. From the above, the total number
of signal bends is one or less, and hence no sneak path problem arises in
procedure 2-(b).

In summary, the above proof has completed procedures 1 and 2, and
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Table 2.1: Comparison of supposed interconnect structures.
Proposed BFR UFR SRAM-based

Crossbar Via-Switch Via-Switch Via-Switch Transmission
Switch Gate

Repeater Separated from Between Between Between
Position Signal Lines CLBs CLBs CLBs
Repeater Selective Fixed Fixed Fixed
Insertion
Repeater Buffer Cross-Coupled Buffer Cross-Coupled
Circuit Tri-State Buffers Tri-State Buffers
Signal Bidirectional Bidirectional Unidirectional Bidirectional

Direction
BFR: bidirectional fixed repeater structure.
UFR: unidirectional fixed repeater structure.

consequently clarifies that there is no sneak path problem in the programming
of any-sized crossbar under the programming constraint that multiple on-state
via-switches are allowed only in one direction.

2.2.4 Interconnect Structures for Performance Comparison

This subsection explains other interconnect structures supposed in this chapter for
the comparison purpose. Table 2.1 summarizes these structures with the proposed
one. To evaluate the effectiveness of the selective repeater insertion, this chapter
supposes two structures for the performance comparison, namely bidirectional
fixed repeater (BFR) structure and unidirectional fixed repeater (UFR) structure.
In both the BFR structure and UFR structure, a repeater is placed on each
signal line at the boundary between CLBs. Therefore, the repeater insertion
frequently occurs every time the signal passes through each CLB in BFR and UFR
structures. The difference between BFR and UFR structures is the repeater circuit.
BFR structure uses cross-coupled tri-state buffers, and hence signal lines are
bidirectional, while UFR structure allows only unidirectional signal transmission
due to buffers located at the boundary between CLBs. In addition to the above
structures, this work supposes an SRAM-based structure to compare the proposed
structure with the conventional FPGA. In SRAM-based structure, a transmission
gate is placed at each crossbar intersection and cross-coupled tri-state buffers are
arranged at the boundary between CLBs.
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2.3 Interconnect Performance Evaluation

This section evaluates the interconnect delay and the energy for signal transmis-
sion. Section 2.3.1 evaluates the performance improvement thanks to the selective
repeater insertion and bidirectional signal transmission, which are the features
of the proposed architecture. Section 2.3.2 compares the performance of the
proposed and conventional architectures.

2.3.1 Performance Improvement Thanks to Selective Repeater
Insertion and Bidirectional Signal Transmission

First, this subsection evaluates the dependence of the delay and energy on the
crossbar size aiming to show that the smaller crossbar thanks to bidirectional
signal can contribute to higher performance. In general, the bidirectional
signaling can utilize programmable interconnections more effectively than the
unidirectional signaling, and therefore the bidirectional crossbar size can be
reduced compared to the unidirectional one. Ochi et al. reported that the crossbar
sizes of 86x153 and 96x163 were required for bidirectional interconnection and
for unidirectional interconnection, respectively, when a certain application of the
same function is mapped [80]. The following evaluation constructs circuit models
of 86x153 crossbar and 96x163 crossbar using the equivalent circuit model of
the via-switch shown in Figure 2.4. The circuit models include wire resistance
and capacitance of the signal lines. Then, by connecting the crossbar circuit
models with inter-crossbar via-switches, the transistor-level netlists of the tiled
crossbars are generated. The netlist also includes the LUTs and repeaters where
65 nm thin-buried-oxide fully-depleted-silicon-on-insulator (thin-BOX FD-SOI)
transistor [96] that is suitable for the low-voltage operation is assumed. Then,
HSPICE performs the circuit simulation and evaluates the propagation delay from
the LUT output of the source CLB to the LUT input of the destination CLB by
changing the number of CLBs between the source CLB and the destination CLB
as illustrated in Figure 2.5.

Figure 2.6 shows the interconnect delay and the energy per signal transition. In
this evaluation, no repeaters are inserted. The result shows that the interconnect
delay depends on the crossbar size and it decreases by 11% when the crossbar
size is reduced from 96x163 to 86x153. The energy per signal transition also
depends on the crossbar size and it decreases by 10%. Here, these reduction
ratios are evaluated at the distance of seven CLBs since the average distance in the
mapping results is roughly seven CLBs [80]. The crossbar size reduction thanks
to bidirectional interconnection is effective for interconnect delay and energy
reduction.
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Figure 2.4: An equivalent circuit model of via-switch in normal operation.
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Figure 2.5: Signal transmission path in performance evaluation.

Then, Figure 2.7 compares the proposed structure with BFR and UFR
structures in terms of the interconnect delay and energy. Three structures have
comparable delay time in short distance transfer up to seven CLBs. Here, the delay
in the proposed structure increases in proportion to the square of the distance and
becomes larger in long distance transmission. The later evaluation demonstrates
that the selective repeater insertion successfully eliminates this quadratic effect
and optimizes the delay even in the long distance transmission. Focusing on the
energy, on the other hand, the proposed structure has the lowest energy compared
to BFR and UFR structures. Figure 2.8 compares the energy-delay product, which
is a good metric of energy efficiency. When the distance is seven CLBs, the
reduction ratio of the proposed structure from BFR and UFR structures are 67%
and 46%, respectively. This result indicates that the proposed structure is suitable
for the high energy efficient signal transfer.

Next, this paragraph evaluates the impact of selective repeater insertion.
Figure 2.9 shows the relations of interconnect delay and energy to the distance
between the source LB and the destination LB. By inserting repeaters, the delay
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Figure 2.6: (a) interconnect delay and (b) energy per signal transmission in the
proposed interconnect structure. Two crossbar sizes of 86x153 and 96x163 are
evaluated. Repeaters are not inserted. Supply voltage is 1.0 V.
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Figure 2.9: (a) interconnect delay and (b) energy per signal transmission in the
proposed interconnect structure. Crossbar size is 86x153. Supply voltage is 1.0 V.

becomes proportional to the distance as is expected. The result also indicates that
the frequent repeater insertion, e.g., per 1 CLB in Figure 2.9, leads to significant
increase in both delay and energy. Therefore, it should be avoided to insert
repeaters frequently in via-switch based FPGA. In the case of short-distance
transmission, no repeater insertion is needed for minimizing the delay and energy.
When the distance is more than 14 CLBs, the repeater insertion per 10 CLBs
achieved the minimum delay. On the other hand, the insertion per 15 CLBs
reduces the energy with a small delay increase. From these results, the proposed
interconnect structure can insert repeaters according to the timing constraint. The
routing for selective repeater insertion is accomplished by CAD tools.

In the mapping result reported in reference [80], the most frequent distance
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from the source to the destination was six CLBs and the ratio of the intercon-
nections whose distance is longer than 14 CLBs was only 2.3%. For 97.7%
of interconnections, no repeaters are needed for delay minimization. For larger
designs, longer interconnection will appear, but its frequency is expected to be
still not high since such a tendency is observed with Rent’s rule [97]. Therefore,
the number of repeaters is expected to be small. In addition, by introducing long
wires, which can be easily accommodated, the proposed structure further reduces
the number of repeater insertion. Thus, the flexible repeater insertion well fits the
proposed interconnect structure.

2.3.2 Performance Comparison between Proposed and Con-
ventional Architectures

This subsection compares the interconnect delay and energy between the proposed
and conventional SRAM-based architectures. The transistor-level netlist of the
SRAM-based crossbar is implemented with complementary pass gates and SRAM
cells, and the crossbars are connected by back-to-back tristate buffers with SRAM
cells for enabling bidirectional signaling. The netlist also includes wire resistance
and capacitance. Referring an industrial 65 nm cell library, the crossbar size is
estimated by the number of transistors. Here, the 86x153 SRAM-based crossbar
size is 223.6 µm × 275.4 µm, and it is 26 times larger compared to the via-switch
crossbar which is 516 F × 459 F = 51.6 µm × 45.9 µm. This means the proposed
architecture can achieve 26X higher crossbar density. Figure 2.10 shows the
performance comparison between the proposed and SRAM-based structures by
changing the signal transmission distance. The proposed architecture attains
significant delay and energy reduction. The reduction ratios of delay and energy
from the SRAM-based structure are 67% and 88%, respectively.

So far, the supply voltage is fixed at 1.0 V. This paragraph sweeps the
supply voltage in the range from 0.5 V to 1.0 V to evaluate the performance at
the low-voltage operation. Figure 2.11 shows the evaluation result. Here, the
signal transmission with seven CLBs distance is assumed, where please remind
that seven CLBs is the average distance in the mapping result [80]. The total
energy, which is depicted in Figure 2.11-(b), is the sum of all the interconnect
energies in the mapping result assuming that a single pulse propagates through
each interconnect. Figure 2.11-(a) shows that the interconnect delay reduction
ratio from the SRAM-based FPGA becomes higher as the supply voltage becomes
lower. At 0.5 V, the ratio of interconnect delay reduction reaches 90% because the
ON-resistance of the via-switch is independent of the supply voltage while that
of conventional transistor switch depends on the supply voltage. The interconnect
delay increasing ratio from 1.0 V to 0.5 V of the proposed architecture is only
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Figure 2.10: Comparison between the proposed and SRAM-based architectures.
Repeaters are not inserted. Crossbar size is 86x153. Supply voltage is 1.0 V.
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Figure 2.11: (a) Interconnect delay and (b) total energy in the proposed and
SRAM-based architectures when supply voltage is varied. Repeaters are not
inserted. Crossbar size is 86x153.

1.1X, whereas that of the SRAM-based architecture is 3.6X. The evaluation also
indicates that the energy reduction ratio becomes higher with voltage decrease.
Focusing on 0.5 V operation, the energy reduction is 94%. These evaluation
results show that the proposed architecture can achieve high performance even
at low supply voltage.

The next evaluation investigates the impact of on-resistance of via-switch
by increasing it from 400 Ω to 1200 Ω. The evaluation results are shown in
Figure 2.12. The signal transmission distance is seven CLBs. The delay increases
in proportion to the on-resistance. However, even when the on-resistance rises to
1200Ω, the delay reduction from the SRAM-based architecture is still achievable,
especially a large reduction of 76% is attained at 0.5 V operation. On the other
hand, the total energy has almost no changes even when the on-resistance rises,
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Figure 2.12: (a) Interconnect delay and (b) total energy in the proposed and
SRAM-based architectures when the ON-resistance of via-switch is varied.
Repeaters are not inserted. Crossbar size is 86x153.

and it is reduced nearly by one order of magnitude from the SRAM-based one at
both 1.0 V and 0.5 V operations.

All the above evaluations suppose dense crossbars where via-switches are
placed at all the intersections. On the other hand, sparser or depopulated switch
block which has fewer intersection switches are often used in conventional
FPGAs. The sparsened switch box may degrade the routing flexibility but can
reduce the area [98]. In the via-switch FPGA, the sparse crossbar decreases the
number of via-switches connected to each signal wire and consequently reduces
the load capacitance of each signal wire, whereas the crossbar area is unchanged.
In the case of conventional FPGA, the crossbar area is also reduced since the
number of transistors is reduced.

This paragraph evaluates the impact of crossbar sparseness on interconnect
performance. The evaluation sweeps the ratio of switch removal in the range
from 0%, i.e., fully dense crossbar, to 70%. Figure 2.13 shows the crossbar area.
Even when the removal ratio reaches 70%, the via-switch crossbar is still 8X
smaller than the SRAM-based one. Figure 2.14 shows the interconnection delay
and energy, where the crossbar size is 86x153, the supply voltage is 1.0 V, and the
signal transmission distance is seven CLBs. As shown in Figure 2.14, both delay
and energy decrease according to via-switch removal. When the removal ratio is
70% and on-resistance of via-switch is 400 Ω, the reduction ratios of delay and
energy from the full matrix crossbar are 45% and 46%, respectively. The result
also shows that the delay and energy of via-switch FPGA remain much smaller
than those of SRAM-based FPGA even with the switch removal, and the reduction
ratios of delay and energy are 69% and 87%, respectively.

The above results indicate that the proposed architecture achieves significant
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performance improvement compared with the conventional architectures. In
particular, it is more significant at the low-voltage operation, and the interconnect
delay and energy are reduced by one order of magnitude or more at 0.5 V
operation. This improvement can contribute to filling the gap between FPGA
and ASIC.

2.4 Conclusion
This chapter has proposed an energy-efficient interconnect structure of via-switch
FPGA. The proposed structure can selectively insert repeaters for optimizing
the delay according to the signal transmission distance, and adopts bidirectional
signaling. These features of the proposed structure contribute to improving
the interconnect performance. This chapter also discussed the programming
structure of the crossbar focusing on a constraint-based countermeasure for the
sneak path problem. This work gave a formal proof that the constraint-based
countermeasure works fine, and also identified the requirement of programming
structure at inter-CLB connection switches to prevent the sneak path problem.
Evaluation results based on transistor-level SPICE simulations show that the
proposed interconnect structure can achieve up to 26X higher crossbar integration
density and reduce interconnect delay and energy by 90% and 94% at 0.5 V
operation compared to conventional SRAM-based crossbars.



Chapter 3

Fault Diagnosis of Via-Switch
Crossbar

This chapter proposes a fault diagnosis methodology that identifies the fault
modes of via-switches in the crossbar [99]. This work is the first one to investigate
the fault testing and diagnosis of the via-switch based crossbar. First, Section 3.1
confirms that a general comparator can distinguish on/off-states of via-switches
in the crossbar, and clarifies fault modes of a via-switch by transistor-level
SPICE simulation. Then, Section 3.2 proposes a fault diagnosis methodology for
via-switches in the crossbar. Section 3.3 discusses the relation between a fault rate
of via-switch and a percentage of faulty via-switches in a practical-sized crossbar
with simulations of the fault injection, and also confirms that the proposed method
is suitable for the practical use. Finally, a summary of this chapter is given in
Section 3.4.

3.1 Fault Mode Analysis of Via-Switch

To verify the via-switch crossbar functionality after manufacturing, fault testing
that checks whether via-switches can be securely turned on and off is indispens-
able. Aiming at developing a fault testing method, this section first analyzes
fault modes of a via-switch. Section 3.1.1 confirms that a general comparator
can distinguish on/off-states of via-switches in the crossbar. Section 3.1.2 then
investigates and identifies fault modes of a via-switch by transistor-level SPICE
simulation. Based on the discussion in this section, the next section will propose
a fault diagnosis method.

41
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3.1.1 Discriminating Via-Switch On/Off-States with Compara-
tor

To discriminate via-switch on/off-states in the crossbar, this work adds a dif-
ferential pair comparator that connects to every programming driver through a
transistor switch as shown in Figure 3.1. This figure illustrates the connection
between the comparator, programming drivers, an array that contains four 2x2
crossbars. Here, all the crossbars can share the programming driver by using
NMOS pass transistors while Figure 1.14 depicts a driver for each wire. The
comparator can also be shared by all the crossbars. Therefore, the proposed
fault testing method is feasible by adding only one comparator, and the peripheral
circuit for testing is negligibly small for a practically large CLB array.

The read operation applies a voltage to the target atom switch in the same
manner as programming operation and turns on only the transistor switch that
connects the comparator with the driver that is outputting a ground voltage, which
is illustrated in Figure 3.1. In this read operation, the comparator observes the
voltage drop in the target atom switch and compares it with a given reference
voltage. Here, the applied voltage in the read operation is lower than the
programming voltage, and therefore this operation never changes the on/off-states
of the target switch. By giving an appropriate reference voltage that makes the
comparator output different depending on on/off-states of the target switch, the
comparator can read the switch states. The reference voltage is provided as an
analog voltage from a large scale integration (LSI) tester outside the chip. In
this read method, two programming drivers apply the voltage to a pair of an
atom switch and a varistor, and therefore this work calls this operation as atom
switch-varistor read (ASV-read) operation.

Table 3.1 summarizes the comparator output simulated by transistor-level
SPICE simulation in both cases that the target atom switch is on-state and off-state
varying the reference voltage. In this chapter, the crossbar size is set to 90x127
for practical use. Table 3.1 shows that the comparator output changes from 0 to 1
according to an increase in the reference voltage, and the reference voltage at the
boundary between 0 and 1 differs depending on the on/off-states of the target atom
switch. The boundary reference voltage for the on-state atom switch is higher than
that for off-state atom switch, and the voltage difference is about 50 mV as shown
in the row of ASV-read in Table 3.2. General LSI testers can provide the analog
voltage with millivolt accuracy, and therefore the comparator can discriminate
the on/off-states by exploiting the boundary difference between on and off states.
For example in Table 3.1, the atom switch state can be distinguished by choosing
0.56 V as the reference voltage.

The boundary reference voltage depends on the on-resistance of the via-
switch. Figure 3.2 shows the boundary reference voltage obtained by SPICE
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Figure 3.1: Connection between comparator, programming drivers, and crossbar
array.

simulations varying the on-resistance. On the other hand, even when the
on-resistance varies from 1 kΩ to 10 kΩ, the voltage difference between on and
off states is still tens of millivolts. Therefore, the comparator can distinguish the
on/off states. Also, the location of the target via-switch in the CLB array affects the
boundary reference voltage because the interconnect resistance varies depending
on the via-switch location. However, the interconnect resistance is about one
order of magnitude lower than the via-switch resistance, and hence the impact
of the via-switch location on the boundary reference voltage is relatively small.
SPICE simulations confirmed that the comparator successfully discriminates the
on/off states of via-switches at different locations.

In addition to the above ASV-read, this work introduces two read methods,
namely complementary atom switch read (CAS-read) operation and two varistors
read (TVR-read) operation. CAS-read applies a read voltage to the CAS by
activating a pair of drivers that drive the perpendicular two signal lines crossing at
the target intersection. One the other hand, TVR-read uses perpendicular two
control lines to apply a read voltage to two varistors connected in series in a
via-switch. Figure 3.3 illustrates each path to apply a read voltage in ASV-read,
CAS-read, and TVR-read. Here, this work does not use the signal path using
parallel signal and control lines at the target intersection, where the signal also
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Table 3.1: Comparator output when reference voltage is varied in read operation
of atom switch.

Reference Comparator output
voltage [V] Atom switch is on Atom switch is off

0.50 0 0
0.52 0 0
0.54 0 1
0.56 0 1
0.58 0 1
0.60 1 1

Table 3.2: Boundary reference voltage in ASV-, CAS-, and TVR-read.
Read type Target switch state

On-state Off-state
ASV-read 0.58 V 0.53 V
CAS-read 0.70 V 0.53 V
TVR-read 0.58 V 0.58 V

passes through an atom switch and a varistor, due to the sneak path problem.
In both CAS-read and TVR-read, one driver gives a positive voltage and the
other applies a ground voltage. Both the operations turn on only the transistor
switch that connects the comparator with the driver outputting a ground voltage
such that the voltage of interest is delivered to the comparator. The applying
voltage in CAS-read is lower than the programming voltage. On the other hand,
in TVR-read, the drivers apply a voltage of the same level as the programming
voltage to check the varistors state correctly.

The SPICE simulation has confirmed that the comparator response in CAS-
read is similar to ASV-read except for the absolute value of the reference voltage.
The comparator output changes from 0 to 1 as the reference voltage elevates, and
the boundary reference voltage for the on-state CAS is higher than that for off-state
CAS, where on-state CAS and off-state CAS mean both of atom switches in the
CAS are on-state and off-state, respectively. The row of CAS-read in Table 3.2
shows the values of the boundary reference voltage. The SPICE simulation also
confirms that the comparator response for a CAS containing one on-state atom
switch and one off-state atom switch is the same as the response to off-state CAS.
Meanwhile, the boundary in TVR-read does not change regardless of on/off-states
of atom switches as shown in Table 3.2 since there is no atom switch in the signal
path in TVR-read.

ASV-read uses both an atom switch and a varistor, whereas CAS-read uses
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Figure 3.3: Path to apply read voltage in ASV-, CAS-, and TVR-read.

only atom switches and TVR-read uses only varistors. By combining the
comparator responses in these three read operations, this work can improve the
fault diagnosis capability. The details will be explained in Section 3.2.

3.1.2 Via-Switch Fault Modes

This subsection discusses how the comparator response varies when a via-switch
includes faulty atom switch or varistor. This work injects stuck-on/off faults
to atom switch and varistor, and evaluates the comparator response by SPICE
simulation. Here, stuck-on/off faults mean that the two terminals of atom switch
or varistor are shorted/opened.
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Table 3.3: Boundary reference voltage in ASV- and CAS-read with faulty varistor.
Read type Target switch state Varistor fault type

Stuck-on Stuck-off
ASV-read On-state 0.77 V 0.53 V

Off-state 0.53 V 0.53 V
CAS-read On-state 0.70 V 0.70 V

Off-state 0.53 V 0.53 V

First, this paragraph studies the case where the atom switch is stuck-on/off.
When an atom switch is stuck-on, the boundary reference voltage is unchanged
from the non-faulty on-state case even after the drivers apply a programming
voltage to turn off the atom switch. Then, this observation indicates that there
is a fault. The same discussion holds for the stuck-off case. The CAS can be
in a state where one atom switch is on-state and the other is off-state in addition
to the states that both atom switches are on-state or off-state. As mentioned in
the previous subsection, when at least one atom switch is stuck-off in a CAS, the
boundary reference voltage is identical to the boundary of CAS-read for off-state
CAS. Stuck-on/off faults of atom switches do not affect the boundary in TVR-read
as explained in the previous subsection.

Next, the following discusses the case where the varistor is stuck-on/off.
Table 3.3 summarizes the boundary reference voltage in ASV-read and CAS-read
with faulty varistor. Focusing on ASV-read with stuck-on varistor in Table 3.3, the
boundary for the on-state switch changes from that of the normal case, specifically
from 0.58 V in Table 3.2 to 0.77 V in Table 3.3. Therefore, this observation
can know there is a fault. On the other hand, when reading the off-state atom
switch, the boundary is the same for normal and stuck-on cases. In ASV-read
with stuck-off varistor, the boundary is fixed to 0.53 V, which is the boundary
in the normal case with off-state switch, regardless of on/off-states of the target
switch.

The row of CAS-read in Table 3.3 indicates that the boundary reference
voltage for faulty varistor does not change from the normal case. The CAS-read
operation applies a read voltage only to the CAS, and hence stuck-on/off faults of
the varistor do not affect the comparator response.

Table 3.4 shows the boundary reference voltage of TVR-read in normal and
faulty cases. When either varistor in a via-switch is stuck-off, the boundary
voltage drops from the normal boundary. On the other hand, when both varistors
are not stuck-off and either varistor is stuck-on, the boundary voltage rises
compared to the normal case.

This work utilizes these differences in the boundary reference voltage between
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Table 3.4: Boundary reference voltage in TVR-read with normal and faulty
varistors.

Varistors state Boundary reference voltage
No fault 0.58 V

If either varistor is stuck-off 0.53 V
Else if either varistor is stuck-on 0.72 V

normal and faulty cases for the fault diagnosis method proposed in the next
section. It should be noted that the comparator response for a via-switch with
multiple faulty components is a combination of the above fault modes.

3.2 Proposed Fault Diagnosis Method
This section proposes a fault diagnosis method for the via-switch crossbar exploit-
ing the comparator response difference between normal and faulty via-switches
explained in the previous section. First, Section 3.2.1 clarifies prerequisites in the
proposed method. Then, Section 3.2.2 proposes a fault diagnosis method.

3.2.1 Prerequisites
The proposed method assumes the following prerequisites.

• Even when a varistor is stuck-on, the drivers can program the corresponding
atom switch normally. This can be achieved by a current-limiting circuit
that restricts the programming current appropriately.

• When a varistor is stuck-off, the drivers cannot program the corresponding
atom switch since the programming current cannot be provided to the target
atom switch.

• Initial state of non-faulty atom switch is off-state, which is a feature of via-
switch.

• There is no fault in the comparator, programming drivers, and interconnect
wires.

3.2.2 Fault Diagnosis
This subsection proposes a fault diagnosis method that identifies faulty compo-
nents in a via-switch on the crossbar. The proposed method utilizes the difference
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of the boundary reference voltage of the comparator in read operation discussed
in Section 3.1.

The proposed method enumerates all the combinations of stuck-on/off faults of
two atom switches and two varistors in a via-switch. Then, the proposed method
makes a look-up table beforehand that summarizes the boundary reference voltage
of ASV-read, CAS-read, and TVR-read after turning on/off the target switch
for each fault combination. When actually diagnosing faults in a via-switch,
the proposed method investigates the boundary of three read operations after
programming the target switch, performs a pattern matching with the look-up table
prepared above, and identifies the faults.

Table 3.5 enumerates all the patterns of comparator response when the number
of faulty components in a via-switch is up to two, which correspond to the left
half of the table. A via-switch has four components and each component can be
stuck-on/off. Then, supposing the number of faulty components is n, the number
of combinations of fault components is given by 4Cn×2n. Therefore, the number of
combinations in case of up to n faulty components can be calculated by

∑n
k=0 4Ck×

2k. When n is 2, there are 33 combinations listed in Table 3.5.
The proposed method performs ASV-read operations for both cases after

turning on and off the target atom switch, where this operation corresponds to
“US”/“LS” and “UR”/“LR” in Table 3.5, respectively. For example, “US” and
“LR” stand for “Upper atom switch is Set” and “Lower atom switch is Reset”,
respectively. For a CAS, there are four combinations to turn on (S) and off (R)
both upper and lower atom switches, and hence the proposed method evaluates
the boundary reference voltage in all four cases, which are “SS”, “SR”, “RS”, and
“RR” in Table 3.5. The proposed method also uses TVR-read operation in the
proposed method. For each via-switch, the above read operations can be attained
by reprogramming the via-switch only once. The following steps exemplify a
procedure of read operations.

1. Initial state of upper and lower atom switches is (upper: off-state, lower:
off-state).

2. Turn on the upper atom switch [switch state is (on, off)].

3. Perform the upper ASV-read operation (“US”).

4. Perform the CAS-read operation (“SR”).

5. Turn on the lower atom switch [switch state is (on, on)].

6. Perform the lower ASV-read operation (“LS”).

7. Perform the CAS-read operation (“SS”).
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Table 3.5: Comparator response difference and diagnosability in case of up to two
faulty components in a via-switch.

Fault states of via-switch components Read operation results Diag.
ID Upper VR Lower AS Lower VR Upper AS U-ASV L-ASV CAS TVR 1F 2F

NF SN SF NF SN SF NF SN SF NF SN SF US UR LS LR SS SR RS RR
1 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ N N N N N N N N N Yes Yes
2 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ M H N N M M H M N Yes Yes
3 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ L M N N L M M M N Yes Yes
4 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ R M N N N N N N R Yes Yes
5 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ R R N N M M H M R — Yes
6 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ L M N N L M M M R — Yes
7 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ L M N N L M M M D Yes No1

8 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ L M N N M M H M D — Yes
9 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ L M N N L M M M D — No1

10 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ N N M H M H M M N Yes Yes
11 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ M H M H M H H H N — Yes
12 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ L M M H L M M M N — Yes
13 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ R M M H M H M M R — Yes
14 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ L M M H L M M M D — Yes
15 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ N N L M L M M M N Yes Yes
16 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ M H L M L M M M N — Yes
17 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ L M L M L M M M N — Yes
18 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ R M L M L M M M R — Yes
19 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ L M L M L M M M D — No2

20 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ N N R M N N N N R Yes Yes
21 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ M H R M M M H M R — Yes
22 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ L M R M L M M M R — Yes
23 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ R M R M N N N N R — Yes
24 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ L M R M L M M M D — Yes
25 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ N N R R M H M M R — Yes
26 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ N N L M L M M M R — Yes
27 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ N N L M L M M M D Yes No3

28 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ M H L M L M M M D — Yes
29 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ L M L M L M M M D — No2

30 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ R M L M L M M M D — Yes
31 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ L M L M L M M M D — No2

32 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ N N L M M H M M D — Yes
33 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ N N L M L M M M D — No3

VR: varistor, AS: atom switch, NF: no fault, SN/SF: stuck-on/off
U-ASV/L-ASV: ASV-read of upper/lower atom switch
US/UR/LS/LR: read after turning on/off/on/off upper/upper/lower/lower atom switch
SS/SR/RS/RR: read after turning on/on/off/off upper atom switch and turning on/off/on/off lower atom switch
N: normal response, M: fault is masked, H/L: boundary is the same as on-state/off-state switch, R/D: boundary rises/drops
Diag.: diagnosability, 1F/2F: up to one/two faulty components in a via-switch
Rows that have the same superscript number of “No” in diagnosability column share the same comparator response.

8. Turn off the upper atom switch [switch state is (off, on)].

9. Perform the upper ASV-read operation (“UR”).

10. Perform the CAS-read operation (“RS”).

11. Turn off the lower atom switch [switch state is (off, off)].

12. Perform the lower ASV-read operation (“LR”).

13. Perform the CAS-read operation (“RR”).

14. Perform the TVR-read operation.
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There are six characters that represent the state of the boundary reference
voltage in Table 3.5. “N” means that the component has no fault and the boundary
is normal. When there are faulty components but the boundary is the same as
normal, it expressed as “M”, e.g., when the comparator reads a stuck-on switch
after turning on the switch. When the boundary is expected to be that of the
off-state switch but is the same as the on-state switch, this work categorizes this
case as “H”. For example, “H” arises when the comparator reads a stuck-on
switch after turning off the switch. “L” is the opposite situation to “H”. “R” and
“D” correspond to the cases that the boundary rises and drops from the normal,
respectively. After obtaining the pattern of these six characters with ASV-read of
upper and lower atom switches, CAS-read, and TVR-read, the proposed method
diagnose faulty components in a via-switch.

The following paragraphs discuss fault detectability and diagnosability. Here,
the fault detection only evaluates whether the via-switch has faulty components,
while the fault diagnosis identifies faulty components in the via-switches and their
fault types. First, this paragraph evaluates fault detectability. The ASV-read of an
upper atom switch uses the upper atom switch and the lower varistor. Here, ID
#1-9 in Table 3.5 cover all combinations of non-faulty and stuck-on/off upper
atom switch and lower varistor. In this case, the response of the ASV-read, which
corresponds to the column of “U-ASV”, becomes (“N”, “N”) only when both
upper atom switch and lower varistor have no fault. The response of the remaining
eight cases is different from (“N”, “N”). By utilizing this difference, the proposed
method can detect whether a pair of upper atom switch and lower varistor are
faulty. The same discussion holds in the ASV-read of lower atom switch with the
upper varistor. Therefore, the proposed method can achieve 100% fault detection
of a via-switch by using ASV-read for both upper and lower atom switches.

On the other hand, in terms of fault diagnosability, the above observation
cannot identify the faulty components in a via-switch uniquely only with the
ASV-read. The column of “U-ASV” in Table 3.5 indicates that ID #3 and 6-9
have the same response of (“L”, “M”), and hence ASV-read cannot distinguish
these patterns. This is mainly because the boundary reference voltage of ASV-read
for stuck-off varistor is fixed to that in the normal case explained in Section 3.1.
For improving fault diagnosability, the proposed method combines the responses
of ASV-read, CAS-read, and TVR-read. The column of “Diag.” shows that fault
diagnosability using these three read methods in cases that there are up to one
and up to two fault components in a via-switch. When the comparator response is
unique in the table, the corresponding fault is diagnosable. The table demonstrates
that the proposed method can identify the fault component perfectly when there
is up to one fault component in a via-switch. When there are up to two faulty
components, the diagnosability ratio is 26/33 × 100 = 79%. On the other hand,
when only AVS-read is used, this ratio decreases to 33%. CAS-read and TVR-read
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Table 3.6: Diagonosable faults ratio.
Maximum number Number of Number of Diagnosis

of faults fault patterns diagnosable patterns ratio [%]
1 9 9 100
2 33 26 79
3 65 34 52
4 81 34 42

help elevate the fault diagnosability by 46%.
Table 3.6 summarizes the fault diagnosis ratio when the maximum number

of faulty components in a via-switch is varied from 1 to 4. When the maximum
number of fault is 1, the proposed method can discriminate the faulty component
and fault type no matter which component is stuck-on/off. The table also indicates
that the diagnosis ratio diminishes as the maximum number of faulty components
increases. This is because the number of fault patterns that have the same response
of read operations increases. Fortunately, the probability that there are 3 or 4 faulty
components in a via-switch is low. The next section discusses a relation between
the number of faulty components and the fault rate of via-switch components in a
practically-sized crossbar, and confirms that the proposed method is effective for
practical use.

3.3 Discussion
This section investigates the relation between a fault rate of via-switch compo-
nents, a percentage of faulty via-switches, and the number of faulty components
in a via-switch in a practical-sized crossbar. Then, this section confirms that
identifying the faulty component in via-switches where there is one faulty
component in the via-switch is the most important in the crossbar for practical
use, and, from this point of view, the proposed method is suitable.

Figure 3.4 shows a percentage of faulty via-switches in a 100x100 crossbar
when a fault rate of via-switch components is varied from 0.01 to 0.25. This
evaluation randomly injects faults assuming that four components in a via-switch
have the same fault rate, and plots the average value of 10,000 trials. This
figure also categorizes faulty via-switches according to the number of faulty
components. The result demonstrates that via-switches with a single faulty
component are dominant, especially when the fault rate is low. When the fault
rate of each component is 0.1, the percentage of faulty via-switches reaches more
than 30%. Therefore, in the crossbar that has a practical percentage of faulty
via-switches, it is important to identify the faulty component in via-switches that
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Figure 3.4: Percentage of faulty via-switches in 100x100 crossbar when fault rate
of each component in a via-switch varies.
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Figure 3.5: Percentage of diagnosable via-switches in 100x100 crossbar when the
fault rate of each component in a via-switch and the supposed maximum number
of faulty components are varied.

have only one faulty component.
Next, this paragraph evaluates how the percentage of diagnosable via-switches

in a 100x100 crossbar changes when the supposed maximum number of faulty
components in a via-switch varies. Figure 3.5 shows the evaluation result. In case
of lower fault rates, the highest diagnosability can be achieved by supposing that
there is up to one fault in a via-switch. For example, the percentage of diagnosable
via-switches is 99% when the fault rate is 0.05. The result also indicates that it is
better to suppose multiple faults in a via-switch and diagnose faulty components
when the fault rate becomes high.

The high diagnosability of the proposed method is useful for yield analysis.
In novel devices such as via-switches, it is important to investigate the cause of
faults in detail for improving the yield. The proposed method can identify which
component is faulty and also discriminate the fault type with high diagnosability.
Therefore, the proposed method helps the manufacturer to increase the yield
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rate. Besides, the proposed method also contributes to the efficient use of
programmable resources. This is because, even when a crossbar has faulty
via-switches, it is possible to utilize the same crossbar normally by identifying
faulty switches with the proposed method and avoiding the faulty part with
sophisticated signal routings.

3.4 Conclusion
This chapter has confirmed that a general comparator can discriminate on/off-
states of via-switches in the crossbar-based FPGA and clarified fault modes of a
via-switch by SPICE simulation. Then, this chapter has proposed a fault diagnosis
method that exploits three read modes and identifies faulty via-switch components
according to the comparator response difference between normal and faulty cases.
The proposed method achieves 100% fault detection. As for the diagnosability, the
successful ratios of the fault diagnosis are 100% and 79% in cases that the number
of faulty components in a via-switch is up to one and up to two, respectively. The
number of reprogramming in the proposed fault testing method is very small, i.e.,
each via-switch is reprogrammed only once.





Chapter 4

Sneak Path Free Initial
Programming in Via-Switch FPGA

This chapter proposes a sneak path free initial programming method [100],
where the initial programming means the programming that is performed for
the crossbars whose via-switches are all off-state. Partial reconfiguration for
the crossbars where some via-switches are on-state will be discussed in the next
chapter. Section 4.1 firstly reviews conventional countermeasures for the sneak
path problem and states the advantages of the proposed method. After that,
Section 4.2 investigates the occurrence conditions of the sneak path problem and
identifies the crossbar programming status that causes the sneak path. Based
on the discussion in Section 4.2, Section 4.3 proposes a sneak path avoidance
method that provides a sneak path free programming sequence of via-switches
in a crossbar. Then, Section 4.4 generalizes the proposed method and gives a
proof that a sneak path free programming order necessarily exists for arbitrary
on-off patterns in a crossbar as long as no loops exist. Section 4.5 gives a
pseudo code and execution examples of the proposed method. Section 4.6
clarifies the advantages of the proposed method in terms of routing flexibility by
simulation-based evaluation. Lastly, Section 4.7 summarizes this chapter.

4.1 Introduction

In recent decades, countermeasures for the sneak path problem in RRAM-based
crossbars are widely studied [101–108]. These countermeasures can be catego-
rized into three groups, namely device-level structure modifications [102–104],
voltage bias schemes [105, 106], and multistage reading schemes [107, 108].
Refs. [102] and [103] propose one transistor-one resistor (1T1R) and one
diode-one resistor (1D1R) structures for each crossbar intersection, respectively.
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These structures mitigate the sneak path current since the transistor or diode
act as a gating device, but the integration density of crossbars decreases due to
the added gating devices. Ref. [104] adopts a complementary resistive switch
(CRS), which is composed of two anti-serial memristors, as an intersection switch.
This structure ensures that either memristor in a CRS is always off-state (high
resistance) whenever the CRS retains logical 0 or 1, and hence it alleviates the
sneak path problem. However, write and read operations for the CRS become
complicated. The bias schemes have to apply VDD/3 or VDD/2 to unused wires
for minimizing the sneak path current [105,106]. These schemes need to drive all
the wires, and therefore large switching power is consumed. Also, they require
complicated controls and additional hardware overheads for write/read operations.
Refs. [107, 108] propose a reading scheme that reads the target switch multiple
times while changing conditions to eliminate the sneak path effect. The drawbacks
of the multistage reading schemes are a large amount of reading time and large
reading circuits.

The above summarizes the sneak path countermeasures reported in the
literature, but all the countermeasures focus on the sneak path problem in the
crossbar used as a memory. On the other hand, via-switch FPGA utilizes the
crossbar as programmable interconnections and this work solves the sneak path
problem in the write operation. To reduce the signal propagation delay in
crossbars for FPGA, on-resistance of a via-switch is set to 400 Ω [80] whereas
the on-resistance for memory purpose is in a range of a few kilo-ohms to
hundreds kilo-ohms [109–112]. This smaller on-resistance in FPGA purpose
makes the sneak path problem more severe since the countermeasures that insert
high-resistance gating devices to signal lines increase the delay and diminish the
integration density. Besides, voltage bias countermeasures are undesirable due to
the large power consumption and hardware overheads. Therefore, the sneak path
countermeasure that does not degrade the FPGA performance and does not need
hardware modifications is required.

As a sneak path countermeasure for FPGA purpose, Ochi et al. have
revealed that the sneak path problem can be avoided by imposing a programming
constraint [80]. This constraint allows multiple on-state via-switches on the same
signal line only in one direction. In other words, this constraint prohibits the
configurations in which multiple on-state via-switches exist in both the same
horizontal line and the same vertical line such as Figure 1.15. However, their
countermeasure involves a clear disadvantage. The programming constraint pro-
hibits some configurations of via-switch FPGA, and hence imposing the constraint
leads to a decrease in the number of available configurations. Consequently,
routing flexibility is limited. For example, practical applications often use routing
patterns illustrated in Figure 4.1. The left pattern changes vertical routing tracks,
and the right one realizes multiple fan-outs in the vertical direction. However,
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Changing tracks Multiple fan-outs

On-state via-switch

Figure 4.1: Routing patterns that are prohibited in conventional countermeasure.
These patterns are often used in practical applications.

these patterns cannot be programmed in a crossbar when the constraint prohibits
multiple on-state switches in the same horizontal line [80]. To achieve the same
function, it is required to consume more interconnect resources due to detour
routing.

This chapter, on the other hand, proposes a programming constraint-free
countermeasure for the sneak path problem. The proposed method can pro-
gram arbitrary practical configuration patterns including the patterns depicted
in Figure 4.1. The advantages of the proposed method are as follows. The
proposed method completely eliminates the programming status that causes the
sneak path problem by arranging the programming order, and accepts all the
practical configuration patterns. The computational complexity of the proposed
algorithm is low, and there is no additional hardware overhead. Furthermore,
the elimination of programming constraints can simplify the algorithm and data
structure in the routing CAD software.

It should be noted that the proposed method can turn on multiple via-switches
in the same line both vertically and horizontally. As discussed in Section 2.2.2,
when there are multiple on-state via-switches in the same line of the crossbar, it is
necessary to align an individual control line for each inter-CLB connection switch.
Therefore, the via-switch FPGA that adopts the proposed programming method
requires the individual control lines for both vertical and horizontal inter-CLB
connection switches.

4.2 Occurrence Conditions of Sneak Path Problem

This section clarifies the programming status of a crossbar that leads to the sneak
path problem for developing a more efficient countermeasure. As explained in
Section 1.4.3, the atom switch at the intersection is turned on when a positive
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Signal 
bend #1

Signal 
bend #2

Target Sneak path
VS1 VS2

VS3 VS4

SV1 SV2

SH1

SH2
Target

Sneak path

Condition (a): #bends of prog. signal 
given to signal line is two or more

Condition (b): #bends of prog. signal 
given to signal line is zero or one

VaristorAtom switch Programming driver
Signal line Control line Ground voltage Positive voltage

On-state atom switch Programming target

Figure 4.2: Two occurrence conditions of sneak path problem.

voltage is provided to the signal line and a ground voltage is provided to the
control line. When the number of such intersections is two or more, the sneak
path problem occurs. Focusing on the number of bends of the programming signal
given to the signal line, the circuit status that causes the sneak path problem can be
classified into two situations, namely conditions (a) and (b) as shown in Figure 4.2.
In condition (a), the programming signal provided to the signal line bends twice
or more, whereas the number of signal bends is one or zero in condition (b).
The following discusses each condition in detail. It should be noted that this
section only considers the programming operations to turn on the atom switch in
the following because programming operations to turn on and off an atom switch
are symmetrical operations and the same discussion can be done by swapping the
voltage given to the signal line and control line.

In condition (a) of Figure 4.2, two vertical signal lines SV1 and SV2 are
connected by multiple on-state via-switches VS3 and VS4 in the same line SH2.
When a programming signal is given to one of the signal lines SV1 and SV2,
the same signal is provided to the other signal line, which means we cannot
distinguish SV1 and SV2 anymore in the programming. Therefore, when we try to
turn on the lower atom switch of via-switch VS1 in the line SV1, the atom switch
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in the same position of signal line SV2, i.e., lower atom switch of via-switch
VS2 is programmed simultaneously. In summary, the sneak path problem arises
when programming an atom switch in already indistinguishable vertical lines or
indistinguishable horizontal signal lines.

From the opposite point of view, we could avoid the sneak path problem if
we would program such an atom switch before multiple vertical/horizontal signal
lines become indistinguishable. For example, in condition (a) in Figure 4.2, we
need to turn on the lower atom switch of via-switch VS1 before programming VS3
and VS4. It should be noted that, for programming a via-switch, we must turn on
two atom switches, which are the lower atom switch connected to the vertical
signal line and the upper atom switch connected to the horizontal signal line.
The vertical signal line is used when programming the lower atom switch (e.g.,
step 2 in Figure 1.14), and hence we need to pay attention to multiple on-state
via-switches in the same horizontal signal line that connect multiple vertical signal
lines. On the other hand, we should care about multiple on-state via-switches in
the same vertical signal line when programming the upper atom switch.

Let us move to condition (b) in Figure 4.2, where the number of bends of
programming signal given to the signal line is one or zero. In this case, the
programming signal that is provided to a control line is detoured and the sneak
path problem arises. On the other hand, such a condition is satisfied only when
a loop is intentionally programmed in a crossbar. For example, in Figure 4.2-(b),
all the four via-switches are intended to be turned on, otherwise the top two
atom switches of VS1 and VS3 never be on. This condition arises only when
programming the last two atom switches that compose a loop, and the ground
voltage applied to the control line is propagated to the non-target switch because
of the loop structure.

From the above discussion, the sneak path problem cannot be avoided in the
configurations that include a loop. Fortunately, such configurations with a loop
are not used in practical applications since the looped signal routing increases the
wire capacitance and degrades delay and power compared to non-loop routing.
Therefore, there is no need to take care of condition (b). Consequently, the only
thing to consider for sneak path avoidance is only condition (a).

4.3 Proposed Sneak Path Free Initial Programming
Based on the discussion in the previous section, this section proposes a sneak path
avoidance method that provides a sneak path free initial programming sequence of
via-switches in a crossbar. Here, the initial programming means the programming
that is performed for the crossbars whose via-switches are all off-state. The
proposed method gives a sneak path free programming order, where the target
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configurations are non-looped configurations for signal routing. Section 4.3.1
explains the overview of the proposed sneak path avoidance method followed by
its details with examples in Section 4.3.2. Some key properties necessary for
proving that a sneak path free programming order necessarily exists are in italic.
With those properties, the next section generalizes the proposed method and gives
a proof that a sneak path free programming order necessarily exists for arbitrary
non-looped configurations.

4.3.1 Overview of Proposed Method
Table 4.1 shows the proposed method consisting of two steps: STEP 1 turning on
all the upper atom switches of interest and STEP 2 turning on all the lower atom
switches of interest. Each step is explained in the following.

In STEP 1, all the upper atom switches of the via-switches to be turned on in a
given target configuration are programmed. The via-switch connects the vertical
and horizontal signal lines only when both the upper and lower atom switches
composing a via-switch are on-state. Therefore, in STEP 1, any signal lines are
not connected to each other and the programming signal never detours. Hence,
no sneak path problem arises in this step. Then, the arbitrary programming order
works fine in STEP 1.

STEP 2 turns on all the lower atom switches to be programmed. In STEP 2, a
vertical line and a horizontal line are connected by a via-switch each time a lower
atom switch is turned on since the corresponding upper atom switch is already
turned on in STEP 1. Therefore, it is necessary to determine the programming
order of the lower switches paying attention to the occurrence condition of the
sneak path problem, which is discussed in the previous section. Please remind
that the driver provides a programming signal to a vertical signal line when
programming a lower atom switch, and hence this step considers only multiple
on-state via-switches in the same horizontal signal line since they make multiple
vertical lines indistinguishable. Multiple on-state via-switches in the same vertical
signal line do not matter. STEP 2 categorizes those multiple on-state switches
in the same horizontal line as connector switches (CSs) and other switches
as non-connector switches (NCSs). STEP 2a and 2b turn on NCSs and CSs,
respectively.

Table 4.1 demonstrates that all the target switches are programmed by the
proposed STEPs. The fifth column of Table 4.1 shows lemma numbers that
correspond to each STEP. Proving those lemmas in Section 4.4, this work ensures
that no sneak path problems arise in the proposed method.

It should be noted that the swapped sequence of STEP 2 followed by STEP 1,
i.e., programming all the upper atom switches after turning on all the lower
atom switches can also avoid the sneak path problem since the crossbar has a
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Table 4.1: Summary of proposed initial programming method.
Prog. Upper atom Lower atom switches Relevant
STEP switches NCSs CSs lemma
Start
STEP 1 Turned on Lem. 1
STEP 2a Programmed Turned on Lem. 2
STEP 2b Programmed Programmed Turned on Lem. 3-5
End Programmed Programmed Programmed
NCSs: non-connector switches, CSs: connector switches

symmetrical structure. In this case, it needs to determine the programming order
of the upper switches.

4.3.2 Programming Order Determination with Connection
Tree

This subsection details the proposed method explaining how to derive a sneak
path free programming order of via-switches in a crossbar. The following uses a
configuration of a 5x5 crossbar shown in Figure 4.3 as an example.

As mentioned in Section 4.3.1, the only thing to do is to determine the
programming order in STEP 2 since STEP 1 does not cause sneak path problems
with an arbitrary programming order. STEP 2 has to pay attention to multiple
on-state via-switches in the same horizontal signal line that connect multiple
vertical signal lines and make them indistinguishable. Therefore, this work
introduces two categories of the via-switch, namely connector switches and
non-connector switches, which are defined in the previous subsection. For
example, via-switches B, C, D, E, F, G, and H are connector switches and
via-switches A and I are non-connector switches in Figure 4.3. A pair of connector
switches connects two vertical signal lines, e.g., via-switches E and F connect
vertical signal lines SV1 and SV2 in Figure 4.3. The non-connector switch, on
the other hand, does not connect any vertical signal lines.

Please remind that the sneak path problem occurs when turning on the lower
atom switch included in the already connected vertical signal lines as explained
in Section 4.2. Therefore in STEP 2a, all the non-connector switches should be
programmed before the connector switches so that this step can avoid the sneak
path problem in programming the non-connector switches since the connector
switches which may connect vertical lines are still off-state. In this case, the
programming order of the non-connector switches is arbitrary.

Next, STEP 2b determines the programming order of connector switches. In
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Figure 4.3: Example of non-looped configuration and definition of connector/non-
connector switches.

this step, the programming order is not arbitrary since the sneak path problem
may arise depending on the programming order. For example in Figure 4.3, when
the drivers are turning on the connector switches B or G after programming the
connector switches of E and F, the sneak path problem occurs since switches E
and F have connected vertical lines SV1 and SV2.

To determine the programming order, this work constructs a connection
tree that represents the connection status of vertical signal lines in a crossbar.
Figure 4.4 exemplifies a connection tree for the connector switches in Figure 4.3,
where each node corresponds to a vertical signal line. The root node can be
arbitrarily selected. Vertical line SV3 is selected as the root node in Figure 4.4.
Here, when another node is chosen as the root node instead of SV3, the structure
of the connection tree changes. On the other hand, regardless of the tree structure,
the proposed method can avoid the sneak path, and the number of switches to be
turned on does not change since all the connector switches must be turned on.
When two vertical signal lines are supposed to be connected in the configuration
of interest, an edge is given between the two nodes corresponding to these two
vertical signal lines. Two black dots located at both ends of an edge represent
connector switches, and when both the two connector switches are turned on, this
work supposes the edge is activated and two vertical lines are connected. From
the definition, any non-looped configurations can be necessarily expressed by a
tree structure, which means loops are not included in the graph.
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Figure 4.4: Example of connection tree for connector switches in Figure 4.3.

The connection tree tells us which connector switch can be programmed such
that the connector switch that can be turned on at the end of programming is
indicated as the leaf node of the connection tree. Let us explain what happens
when programming the connector switch in the leaf node and non-leaf node of the
connection tree at the last programming step, where the last programming step
means that only one switch remains off and the others are already turned on in the
target configuration.

In Figure 4.5-(a), the connector switch in the leaf node of SV1 is under
programming, and the other connector switches are already on-state. In this
case, node SV1 and node SV2 are not connected yet, and hence the programming
signal never propagates to any other vertical signal lines. Consequently, the target
connector switch can be turned on without the sneak path problem. Figure 4.5-(b)
can also confirm that there is no sneak path problem when programming the
connector switch in the leaf node, where this figure is the circuit diagram
corresponding to Figure 4.5-(a). Next, let us turn on the connector switch in
non-leaf node SV2 in Figure 4.5-(c) at the last programming step. In this case, the
programming signal reaches the other vertical signal lines through the connector
switches that are already on-state, and consequently the sneak path problem arises.
The circuit diagram of Figure 4.5-(d) also indicates that atom switches placed at
the same vertical position as the target on the connected indistinguishable vertical
signal lines are unintentionally programmed.

Then, this work proposes to recursively search for a connector switch that
can be turned on at the final programming step for obtaining a sneak path free
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Figure 4.5: Programming of connector switch in leaf/non-leaf node at the last
programming step.
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programming order of connector switches. Figure 4.6 illustrates the recursive
process. Here, there are two types of connector switches in each node, namely the
connector switch connecting with the parent node (e.g., switch B in node SV2)
and the connector switch connecting with the child node (e.g., switches F and
G in node SV2). In each node, all the switches connecting with the child node
must be turned on before the switch connecting with the parent node. Otherwise,
the sneak path problem arises when programming the switch connecting with the
child node since the programming signal is propagated to the parent node through
the on-state switch to the parent node as pointed out in Figure 4.5-(c).

Let us roll back the recursive programming step one by one with Figure 4.6.
As discussed, we can program only the connector switch in the leaf node at the
final programming step. Then, switch H in SV5 is selected as the last switch to be
programmed and node SV5, and the edge between SV2 and SV5 are deleted. This
modified graph is again analyzed to find the next last switch to be programmed.
In this case, switch E is selected. After SV5 and SV1 are removed from the graph,
SV2 has no child nodes, and hence switch B in leaf node SV2 connecting with
parent node SV3 can be programmed. In this way, one recursive process chooses
one leaf node, identifies the switch in the leaf node connecting with the parent
node as the last switch to be programmed in the current graph, and remove the
leaf node and its edge to the parent node. Eventually, all the edges are removed
from the connection tree, and the recursive process finishes. At this time, all the
vertical lines are not connected to any other vertical lines anymore, and hence we
can distinguish all the vertical lines. It should be noted that there remain some
on-state connector switches, for example, switches C, F, and G in Figure 4.6.
These switches can be programmed in an arbitrary order as long as they are
programmed before the switches selected in the recursive processes. One of the
finally obtained programming orders is C, F, G, B, D, E, and H.

Depending on the target configuration, multiple connection trees may be
constructed for a non-looped configuration. Each tree has no connection to
other trees, and hence the programming signal never propagates to other trees
when programming the switch in the tree of interest. Consequently, the proposed
method can handle each connection tree independently.

Thus far, this section discussed the programming order for turning-on opera-
tions. Programming operations to turn on and off an atom switch are symmetric
except that applied voltages to the signal line and control line are reversed.
Therefore, the proposed method can turn off all the switches without the sneak
path problem in the reverse order.
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Figure 4.6: Recursively searching switch which can be programmed lastly for
each shrinking graph.

4.4 Proof of Existence of Sneak Path Free Program-
ming Order

This section formally proves that a sneak path free programming order always
exists for arbitrary non-looped configurations. As indicated in Table 4.1, the proof
consists of five lemmas, and this section proves them in the following, where
Lemma 1, Lemma 2, and Lemma 3-5 demonstrate that there is no sneak path
problem in the programming of upper atom switches, non-connector switches,
and connector switches, respectively.

Lemma 1. All the upper atom switches can be programmed in an arbitrary order
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without the sneak path problem.

Proof. Only when both the upper and lower atom switches composing a via-
switch are on-state, the via-switch connects the vertical and horizontal signal lines.
Hence, any signal lines are not connected to each other in this programming step
because all the lower atom switches are still off-state. Therefore, the programming
signal never detours and no sneak path problem occurs. From the same reason,
the programming order of this step is arbitrary. □

Lemma 2. There is no sneak path problem in the programming of all the non-
connector switches, and arbitrary programming order works fine in this step.

Proof. In programming lower atom switches, the sneak path problem occurs when
the drivers turn on an atom switch in already indistinguishable vertical signal lines
as mentioned in Section 4.2. The indistinguishable signal lines originate from
on-state connector switches that connect multiple vertical lines. By programming
all the non-connector switches before connector switches, we can distinguish all
the vertical lines in programming non-connector switches since all the connector
switches are still off-state in this step. Therefore, no sneak path problem arises
and arbitrary programming order is acceptable in this programming step. □

Lemma 3. Given a non-looped configuration, it can be expressed by a connection
tree or multiple connection trees.

Proof. When we treat each vertical signal line as a node and draw an edge between
corresponding nodes if connector switches exist, these nodes and edges compose
a graph or multiple graphs that represent the connection status of vertical lines.
Each graph does not contain closed loops unless the target configuration has loops.
When a node is selected as the root node, the graph is expressed by a tree structure,
which is called the connection tree defined in Section 4.3.2. □

Lemma 4. At the last programming step for a connection tree, only a switch in
a leaf node connecting to its parent node can be programmed without the sneak
path problem.

Proof. When programming a switch in a leaf node at the final programming step,
the target switch is still off-state and the connection between the leaf node and
its parent node is not established yet. Hence, the programming signal given to
the leaf node never propagates to any other nodes, and consequently there is no
sneak path problem in this programming. On the other hand, a non-leaf node
has at least two connections, i.e., connections to its parent node and child node.
Therefore, the target non-leaf node has at least one connection to the other node
at the last programming step since all the switches except the target switch are
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already on-state. Consequently, programming a switch in a non-leaf node at the
end always causes the sneak path problem by propagating the programming signal
to other nodes through the connection to the parent or child node. □

Lemma 5. Recursively searching a switch that can be programmed at the last
programming step always finds the sneak path free programming order.

Proof. By recursively searching a switch that can be turned on at the final
programming step in the current graph and removing the leaf node and its edge
to the parent node from the graph, all the nodes except the root node must be
eventually eliminated and the recursive search necessarily finishes since the tree
must have at least one leaf node when the number of nodes is two or larger. The
remaining switches can be programmed in an arbitrary order before the switches
chosen in the recursive search since each node has no connection to other nodes
at this moment, i.e., all the vertical signal lines are distinguishable. □

4.5 Pseudo Code and Execution Example
Algorithm 1 summarizes the overall determination procedure of a programming
order. This algorithm determines a sneak path free programming order of
non-connector and connector switches, and stores it to queue Oprog. Line 1
defines a set S of switches to be turned on. Lines 2-4 search non-connector
switches by checking the number of on-state switches in each horizontal signal
line. Specifically, line 2 creates a set H j of on-state switches in j-th horizontal
signal line, line 3 enumerates non-connector switches in j-th horizontal line
where the number of elements of H j is one, and line 4 enqueues all the
non-connector switches to Oprog. Then, line 5 removes all the non-connector
switches from the set S, and subsequent lines 6-8 determine the programming
order of connector switches. Line 6 selects i-th vertical signal line, in which the
connector switch to be turned on exists, as the root node of a connection tree, and
the programming order of connector switches in this connection tree is determined
by the function Search in line 7.

Search is a recursive function and traverses a connection tree from the root
node to leaf nodes. Please remind that all the switches connected to child nodes
need to be programmed before programming any switch connected to its parent
node. Search classifies the switches connected to child nodes of the parent node i
(line 10) and the switches connected to the parent node i (line 13). The former
is enqueued to Oprog in line 14 since switches connected to the child have to turn
on before the switches connected to the parent. On the other hand, the latter is
enqueued in Otmp in line 15 until all the switches connected to the child node are
enqueued to Oprog by the recursive function Search. This function is recursively
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Algorithm 1 Programming order determination of non-connector and connector
switches.

1: S = {S i, j | S i, j is on-state, 0 ≤ i < W, 0 ≤ j < H}
2: H j = {S i, j | S i, j ∈ S}
3: Snon-con = {S i, j | |H j| = 1, S i, j ∈ S}
4: Enqueue(Snon-con) to Oprog

5: S = S − Snon-con

6: for i ∈ {i | ∃S i, j ∈ S} do
7: Search(i, S, Oprog, Otmp)
8: Enqueue(Otmp) to Oprog

9: function Search(i, S, Oprog, Otmp)
10: Schild = {S i, j | S i, j ∈ S}
11: if Schild = ∅ then
12: return
13: Sparent = {S k, j | k , i, ∃S i, j ∈ Schild}
14: Enqueue(Schild) to Oprog

15: Enqueue(Sparent) to Otmp

16: S = S − (Schild ∪ Sparent)
17: for k ∈ {k | ∃S k, j ∈ Sparent} do
18: Search(k, S, Oprog, Otmp)

W: crossbar width, H: crossbar height

executed for all the child nodes of the node of interest (lines 17-18), and returns
when the node of interest is a leaf node of the connection tree, i.e., no child
nodes exist (lines 11-12). In the case that there exist multiple connection trees,
S is not empty after line 7 completion. In this case, “for statement” in line 6
re-executes Search with the updated S until S becomes empty. Finally, all the
switches connected to the parent node in all nodes are enqueued to Oprog in line 8.

Let us explain an example when the proposed algorithm is applied to the
configurations as shown in Figure 4.3. Lines 2-4 find non-connector switches A
and I, and enqueue them to Oprog. Line 7 determines a programming order of the
remaining connector switches B-H. Assuming the vertical line SV3 is selected as
a root node i, at the first execution of the function Search, the set Schild contains
the switch C connected to the child node as shown in Figure 4.4, and the set Sparent

contains switches B and D connected to the parent node (root node). Line 14
enqueues the switch C to Oprog and line 15 stores switches B and D to Otmp.
After that, function Search is executed again for vertical lines SV2 and SV4
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where switches B and D exist. When Search is executed for line SV2, set Schild

contains switches F and G, and set Sparent contains switches E and H. On the
other hand, when Search is executed for line SV4, set Schild is empty and Search
returns. Eventually, the proposed method successfully obtains a sneak path free
programming order and it is A, I, C, F, G, B, D, E, and H.

4.6 Evaluation Results
This subsection discusses an increase in the number of available configurations
thanks to the proposed sneak path-aware programming method. The conventional
countermeasure for the sneak path problem, which is explained in Section 4.1,
imposes a programming constraint that prohibits a class of configurations of the
via-switch FPGA. Therefore, the conventional countermeasure reduces the num-
ber of usable configurations and consequently diminishes the routing flexibility.
On the other hand, the proposed method can give a sneak path free programming
order for any non-looped configurations. As discussed in Section 4.2, the sneak
path problem is unavoidable in looped configurations, but those configurations are
practically meaningless for signal routing.

Figure 4.7 compares the number of programmable configurations with the
conventional countermeasure and the proposed method in 2x2, 3x3, 4x4, and 5x5
crossbars, where such small crossbars are used to enumerate all the non-looped
configurations. In this evaluation, the conventional countermeasure prohibits
configurations in which multiple on-state via-switches exist in the same horizontal
line [80]. We can see that the proposed method increases the number of
usable configurations compared to the conventional countermeasure. Even in
the small 5x5 crossbar, the number of available configurations increases by over
two orders of magnitude. This evaluation also confirms that the number of
usable configurations in the proposed method is equal to the number of all the
non-looped configurations. As proved in Section 4.4, the proposed method can
find a sneak path free programming order for arbitrary non-looped configurations
in an arbitrarily-sized crossbar. Another observation is that the increasing ratio
of the number of usable configurations becomes larger as the crossbar size
increments, which suggests a significant increase in the number of configurations
in practically-sized crossbars.

Motivated by this, this work assesses the number of available configura-
tions in a practically-sized crossbar. Here, the total number of configurations
exponentially increases as the crossbar size n becomes larger, like 2n, and the
comprehensive simulation of larger crossbars is infeasible. Instead, this evaluation
generated random configurations for a large crossbar in Monte Carlo manner
and compared the number of programmable configurations with conventional and
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Figure 4.7: Number of available configurations with conventional countermeasure
and proposed method in small crossbars.

Table 4.2: Number of usable configurations among 10,000 random configurations
in a practically-sized 100x100 crossbar.

% of on-state # of samples # of available configs.
Conventional Proposed

0.1 10,000 6,347 10,000
0.2 10,000 1,324 10,000
0.3 10,000 91 10,000
0.4 10,000 1 10,000
0.5 10,000 0 10,000

proposed methods. The locations of on-state via-switches were determined by
uniformly distributed random numbers. In this evaluation, the crossbar size was
set to 100x100 and the number of trials was 10,000. This evaluation also varied
the percentage of on-state via-switches from 0.1% to 0.5%. Table 4.2 shows the
evaluation results. We can see that the proposed method achieves a significant
increase in the number of usable configurations. When 0.5% of via-switches
are on-state, the number of programmable configurations increases by over four
orders of magnitude.
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4.7 Conclusion
This chapter identified the programming status of the via-switch crossbars based
FPGA that cause the sneak path problem, and clarified that the sneak path problem
could not be avoided in looped configurations. On the other hand, this chapter
has proved that a via-switch programming order which can avoid the sneak path
problem always exists for all the non-looped configurations, and this chapter
proposed a sneak path avoidance method that gave sneak path free programming
order of via-switches in a crossbar. The devised algorithm finds the programming
order by representing the connection status of signal wires in a crossbar as a
tree structure. Simulation-based evaluation results confirmed that the proposed
method increases the number of available configurations by over four orders of
magnitude in a practically-sized crossbar, and improves the routing flexibility
of via-switch FPGA. The proposed method successfully solves the sneak path
problem in any practical configurations of via-switch FPGA.



Chapter 5

Minimization of Programming Steps
in Partial Reconfiguration of
Via-Switch FPGA

This chapter proposes a partial reconfiguration method that minimizes the number
of switch programming steps while avoiding sneak path problem [113]. First,
Section 5.1 explains the proposed method that partially turns off and on via-
switches in an already programmed crossbar. Then, Section 5.2 provides a
proof that there is no sneak path problem in the proposed partial reconfiguration
method. After that, Section 5.3 proposes a minimization method of programming
steps, followed by a pseudo code in Section 5.4. The minimization effect is
quantitatively evaluated by simulations in Section 5.5. Section 5.6 discusses
an application example of the proposed method for the chip testing. Finally,
Section 5.7 summarizes this chapter.

5.1 Proposed Partial Reprogramming Method

This chapter discusses partial reprogramming for changing crossbar configura-
tions. Needless to say, we can change the crossbar configuration by turning off
all the on-state switches in the previous configuration and then writing the next
configuration to the crossbar with the proposed method explained in Chapter 4.
However, this approach involves unnecessary reprogramming when both the
previous and next configurations partially share the same on-state via-switches.
The unnecessary reprogramming of via-switches directly leads to an increase
in the reconfiguration time, and also shortens the lifetime of via-switches since
the maximum number of reprogramming is limited. For solving this problem,
this chapter proposes a partial reconfiguration method that minimizes the number

73
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Previous configuration Next configuration

Turn off ● Erase minimum # 
of ● to avoid SPP

Turn on ● and 
erased ●

Non-common switches Common switches

Figure 5.1: Concept of partial reprogramming.

of programmed switches while avoiding the sneak path problem. This method
contributes to extending the lifetime of via-switch FPGA and speeding up the
reconfiguration.

Table 5.1 summarizes the proposed partial programming steps and indicates
switches to be turned on/off in each step and their abbreviations in parentheses.
Figure 5.1 illustrates the basic strategy that programs non-common switches and
minimizes the number of common switches to be programmed for avoiding the
sneak path problem, where the proposed method erases only either upper or lower
atom switch in such common switches depicted with red semicircle symbols in
Figure 5.1. The following subsections explain how to partially turn off and on
via-switches in an already programmed crossbar.

5.1.1 Partial Erasing

STEP 1 of partial erasing turns off both upper and lower atom switches of
non-common parts, which are SPU and SPL, respectively, in Table 5.1. Similar
to the case of turning on an atom switch, the sneak path problem arises if we turn
off an atom switch in the already indistinguishable lines. Figure 5.2 illustrates
such a case. This figure indicates that the harmful SPP problem is not occurring
since the detoured routing provides the turning-off voltage to the off-state switch.
Fortunately, in non-looped configurations, this work can ensure that switches
under unintentional programming by the sneak path problem are always off-state.
If the switch under unintentional programming is on-state, a loop is composed
by these switches beforehand. This work uses only non-looped configurations,
and therefore we can turn off any switch regardless of the programming order.
Note that the programming order obtained in the previous section can erase all the
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SPP: sneak path problem

Target SPP

Indistinguishable lines

Always off-state

VaristorAtom switch

Signal line Control line
Ground voltage Positive voltage

Programming driver On-state

Figure 5.2: Sneak path problem in erasing process.

switches without the harmful or non-harmful sneak path problems.

5.1.2 Partial Writing

The partial writing process consists of two steps, where STEP 2 and 3 turn on all
the upper (SNU) and lower (SNC and SNN) atom switches, respectively, of the via-
switches to be newly turned on in the target configuration as shown in Table 5.1.
For avoiding the sneak path problem at each STEP, the proposed method turns off
a part of common and already on-state switches SCH and SCV before programming
SNU, SNC, and SNN so that the programming signal does not detour to any non-
target switch. The following explains the details of each step.

STEP 2 is to turn on SNU while avoiding the sneak path problem. As discussed
in Section 4.2, in programming upper atom switches, the sneak path problem
arises when we turn on an atom switch in already indistinguishable horizontal
lines. Therefore, it is necessary to care about SCV, which represents the connector
switches in the same vertical signal line. When SCV exists in the same horizontal
line of the target switch SNU, the proposed method erases the lower atom switches
SCV in the same line of SNU at STEP 2a. Such erasing is always possible as
explained in Section 5.1.1. The erased SCV will be reprogrammed later at STEP 3.
After STEP 2a, STEP 2b can turn on SNU without the sneak path problem since
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the programming signal is never propagated to any other horizontal lines. Thus,
STEP 2 ensures that all the upper atom switches of via-switches to be turned on
are on-state at the beginning of STEP 3.

STEP 3 turns on SNC and SNN, which are lower atom switches to be newly
turned on in the target configurations. In addition, SCV erased at STEP 2a is also
turned on. This step utilizes the connection tree that is constructed based on the
final configuration of partial reprogramming. The basic idea to avoid the sneak
path problem in STEP 3 is as follows. The first step turns off a part of connector
switches and disconnects the node containing a target switch from the connection
tree so that the programming signal is never propagated to other nodes. Then, the
next step turns on the target switch in the isolated node, followed by turning on
the erased connector switches to restore the connection between the isolated node
and the connection tree.

STEP 3 is decomposed into the following four steps, which are listed in
Table 5.1. Let us explain each step with an example shown in Figure 5.3. As
explained in Section 4.3.2, the root node can be arbitrarily selected. Using this
property, STEP 3a changes the root node of the connection tree for minimizing
the number of switches to be programmed in STEPs 3b-3d, where the detail will
be discussed in Section 5.3. In Figure 5.3, node A is selected as the root node.
Next, STEP 3b is to turn off SCH, which represents horizontal connector switches
connecting to the parent node in the target and its descendant nodes. All the
connections below the target node are disconnected from the connection tree by
this step. The sneak path problem does not arise in STEP 3b since only erasing is
performed. In Figure 5.3, STEP 3b turns off the connector switches in nodes B,
C, and E connecting to their parent nodes. Then, STEP 3c turns on switches SNC

and SCV. There is no connection between the target node and the others thanks
to STEP 3b, and therefore no sneak path problem arises in this step. Finally,
STEP 3d reconnects the target and its descendant nodes to the connection tree.
By turning on the connector switches SCH and SNC in order from the shallow level
to the deep level of the connection tree, each phase always turns on a connector
switch in a leaf node, and hence there is no sneak path problem. As proved in
Section 4.4, a connector switch in a leaf node of the connection tree can be turned
on without the sneak path problem. In Figure 5.3, STEP 3d turns on connector
switches in order of nodes B, C, and E.

It should be noted that the swapped sequence of STEP 3 followed by STEP 2,
i.e., programming upper atom switches after turning on lower atom switches is
also acceptable since the crossbar has a symmetrical structure. In this case, it is
necessary to determine the programming order of the upper switches. Depending
on the target configuration, the number of switches to be programmed is different
for upper switch programming first or lower switch programming first. Therefore,
this work evaluates both the cases for reducing the number of programmed
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Figure 5.3: Proposed partial writing method.

switches.

5.2 Proof of Sneak Path Avoidance in Partial Recon-
figuration

This section summarizes a proof of sneak path problem avoidance with three
lemmas that correspond to STEP 1, 2, and 3 in the last column of Table 5.1.

Lemma 6. Lemma for the partial erasing process (STEP 1): The sneak path
problem in the erasing process always applies a voltage to turn off to off-state
switches that are placed in the same position as the target switch in the
indistinguishable lines.
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Proof. When we turn off an atom switch in the indistinguishable lines, the sneak
path problem arises in switches at the same position as the target switch in the
indistinguishable lines. Assuming that these switches are on-state, these on-state
switches and the target on-state switch connect already indistinguishable lines,
i.e., the configuration has loops. This causes a contradiction since this work
programs only non-looped configurations. Therefore, these switches that are
affected by the sneak path problem in the erasing process are always off-state.
Applying a voltage to turn off an already off-state switch does not matter, and
hence we can accept the sneak path problem in the erasing process. □

Lemma 7. Lemma for STEP 2 of the partial writing process: The sneak path
problem in the turning-on process of upper atom switches can be avoided by pre-
erasing lower atom switches of on-state vertical connector switch in the same
horizontal line of the target switch.

Proof. As discussed in Section 4.2, indistinguishable horizontal lines lead to
the sneak path problem in the turning-on process of upper atom switches. The
cause of indistinguishable horizontal lines is vertical connector switches that
are multiple on-state via-switches in the same vertical line. If these on-state
via-switches exist in the same horizontal line of the target switch, the proposed
method turns off the lower atom switches of these via-switches before the target
switch programming. In this case, we can distinguish the target horizontal line
and the programming signal never detours to other horizontal lines. □

Lemma 8. Lemma for STEP 3 of the partial writing process: The sneak path
problem does not arise in each STEP 3a-3d.

Proof. STEPs 3a and 3b do not include turning on operations, and therefore
the sneak path problem never occurs thanks to Lemma 6. STEP 3c turns on
atom switches in nodes that are isolated from the connection tree, and hence
the programming signal is never propagated to other vertical lines and there is
no sneak path problem. STEP 3d turns on connector switches to restore the
connections of isolated nodes. When turning on connector switches in order
from the shallow to the deep of the connection tree, each turning on operation
becomes a leaf node programming. As proved in Lemma 4, the leaf node switch
programming does not cause the sneak path problem, and hence there is no sneak
path problem in STEP 3d. □
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5.3 Proposed Minimization Method of Program-
ming Steps

This section discusses the minimization of the programming steps in the partial
reconfiguration. First, Section 5.3.1 models this minimization problem as a set
cover problem. Then, Section 5.3.2 proposes a low computational complexity
method that obtains the same solution of the set cover problem without solving it.

5.3.1 Minimizing Number of Switches Programed in Partial
Reconfiguration

This subsection proposes a minimization method of the number of switches
programmed in partial reconfiguration. The total number of programmed switches
can be calculated by summing the number of switches programmed in partial
erasing (STEP 1) and writing (STEP 2 and 3) process, which are expressed in
equations (5.1)-(5.4).

(Total #SWprog
[∗] in partial reprogramming) = (#SWprog in STEPs 1, 2, and 3),

[∗]#SWprog: # of programmed switches. (5.1)

(#SWprog in STEP 1) = (# of SPU and SPL). (5.2)

(#SWprog in STEP 2) = (# of SNU) + (# of SCV in same horizontal line of SNU).
(5.3)

(#SWprog in STEP 3) = (# of SCH to be pre-erased) × 2
+ (# of SCV in same horizontal line of SNU) + (# of SNC and SNN). (5.4)

STEP 1 programs twice as many switches as the number of non-common
via-switches in the previous configuration since the via-switch is composed of
two atom switches and the proposed method have to turn off both switches SPU

and SPL. STEP 2 turns on all the upper atom switches SNU of the non-common
via-switches in the next configuration at STEP 2b. In addition, STEP 2a turns
off the lower atom switch of on-state via-switches in the same horizontal line
of SNU if this on-state via-switch is a vertical connector switch SCV. Therefore,
the number of switches programmed in STEP 2 is given by equation (5.3). In
STEP 3, the number of programmed switches can be calculated by equation (5.4).
The pre-erased connector switches SCH are programmed twice, i.e., turning off
(pre-erasing) before the target programming at STEP 3b and turning on after the
target programming at STEP 3d. The target switches SNC, SNN, and SCV, where
SCV, which is turned off at STEP 2a, is programmed back at STEP 3c.
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The number of SCH to be pre-erased in equation (5.4) varies depending on the
chosen root node of the connection tree since it changes the tree structure and the
number of descendant nodes of the target node. On the other hand, equations (5.2),
(5.3), and remaining terms of equation (5.4) are fixed for a given configuration.
Hence, this work minimizes the number of pre-erased connector switches SCH.

Supposing that there is only one target switch, the number of connector
switches SCH to be turned off before the target programming can be given by

(# of SCH to be pre-erased for one target switch)
= (# of SCH to parent in target and its descendant nodes)

− (# of SCH already turned off among first term). (5.5)

The pre-erasing phase at STEP 3b turns off the connector switches connecting
to the parent node in the target and its descendant nodes for disconnecting these
nodes from the connection tree. There are already off-state connector switches
since these switches are turned off in STEP 2a, and therefore the number of pre-
erased SCH is obtained by equation (5.5). Figure 5.4 exemplifies that the structure
of the connection tree and the number of pre-erased SCH change depending on
the root node selection. By choosing the root node that minimizes the number
of pre-erased SCH, the total number of programmed switches in the entire partial
reconfiguration can be minimized.

On the other hand, when there are multiple target switches in a connection
tree, the total number of pre-erased connector switches is not necessarily the sum
of equation (5.5) for each target switch. This is because some target switches
could be programmed during the programming process of another target switch,
where this work regards the former switches are dominated by the latter switch.
For example in the connection tree of Figure 5.5, target switches a and f can be
programmed in the programming process of target switch b when the root node is
node E. Here, switches a and f are dominated by switch b. In this case, STEP 3b
disconnects target node B and its descendant nodes A, C, D, F from the connection
tree. Then, STEP 3c can turn on not only target switches b but also switches a and f
since nodes A, B, and F are isolated, and the programming signal never propagates
to any other nodes.

Thanks to this dominance property, this work can reduce the number of
programmed switches compared to the case that STEP 3 is applied separately
to each target switch. In the example of Figure 5.5, the minimum number of
programmed switches is achieved by selecting node E or H as the root node and
dividing target switches into three groups, i.e., “switches a, b, and f”, “switch g”,
and “switch i”, where switches a and f are dominated by switch b. This work
separately applies STEP 3 to each switch group, and all the switches in the same
group are programmed in the same process of STEP 3. The following paragraphs
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Figure 5.4: Changes in the structure of connection tree and the number of pre-
erased SCH depending on the root node selection.

explain how to derive the optimal root node and the target switch groups.
This work models this optimization problem as a set cover problem with

cost minimization. For each target switch, the proposed method calculates the
number of pre-erased connector switches and enumerates other target switches
that are dominated by the target switch of interest while changing the root node.
The number of pre-erased connector switches, which is the cost of this problem,
can be given by equation (5.5). The proposed method can enumerate dominated
target switches that can be programmed in the same process by checking whether
other target switches are included in the target node of interest and its descendant
nodes. Here, the dominance relation is determined once the parent node of the
target switch is fixed. Therefore, the above enumeration for a target switch is
repeated for the number of edges of the target node, not for the number of nodes
in the connector tree. In the other case, the target node is the root node, and
the dominance relation is also fixed. The above procedure gives some pairs of the
number of pre-erased connector switches and the group of target switches that can
be turned on in the same process of STEP 3. From the combination of these pair
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Figure 5.5: Minimization method of the number of switch programming.

information, the proposed method finds a set that covers all the target switches
and minimizes the total number of pre-erased connector switches.

Figure 5.5 exemplifies the set cover problem defined above. For target
switch a, the proposed method counts the number of pre-erased connector
switches and the covered target switches in three cases; i.e., when node B is parent,
when node C is parent, and when node A is root. In case when node B is parent,
it is necessary to disconnect nodes A, C, and F in STEP 3b, and hence the number
of pre-erased switches is three and the dominated switches are a and f. In the
same way, the proposed method counts the number of pre-erased switches and
dominated switches for each target switch. Then, this work constructs the table
in the right side of Figure 5.5, where each row represents a group of a dominant
node and dominated nodes and the corresponding cost of the number of pre-erased
switches. From this table, the proposed method finds a set of three red rows that
covers all the target switches and minimizes the cost to 8. In this example, we can
minimize the number of programmed switches so that node E or H is selected as
the root node and the target switches are divided into three groups “switches a, b,
and f”, “switch g”, and “switch i”.
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5.3.2 Root Node Selection with Lower Computational Com-
plexity

The previous subsection demonstrates a minimization method of the number of
programmed switches in partial reconfiguration by solving the set cover problem.
However, the set cover problem is well known to be NP-hard. Thus, this
subsection proposes an efficient root selection method to minimize the number
of programmed switches without solving the set cover problem.

The proposed method exploits a property of the connection tree that at least
one solution set of rows in the set cover problem can share the same root node.
With this property, the proposed method only needs to count the number of
programmed switches sequentially supposing each node of the connection tree is
the root node, and chooses the one with the minimum number of programmed
switches. This approach reduces the computational complexity compared to
solving the set cover problem since the number of nodes of the connection tree
is the number of vertical signal lines at most. The proposed root selection
method can be implemented as a polynomial-time algorithm and the details will
be explained in Section 5.4.

The following paragraphs prove that the above property is always satisfied.
For this proof, this work introduces representative switches, which are defined as
the target switches that are not dominated by other target switches in a solution
of the set cover problem. One representative switch is included as one row in the
table like Figure 5.5, and this entry is obtained by assuming the parent node or the
root node. Therefore, the direction to the root node is specified. For example in
Figure 5.5, the solution selects three representative switches b, g, and i, and three
red arrows indicate the direction to the root node. In this case, node E or H is
selected as the root node that satisfies all the red arrows at the same time. If such
a root node exists in any case, there is no need to solve the set cover problem. The
following calls the node that contains a representative switch as the representative
node.

To derive the property that optimal representative switches can share the
same root node, this work proves that representative switches that have common
dominated switch never compose an optimal solution first. The proof supposes
that there are two cases of representative switches that cover all the target
switches, and the one is with one or more common dominated switches and the
other has no common dominated switch. For example, a pair of 3rd and 7th
rows of the table in Figure 5.5 belongs to the former case, which has common
dominated switches a and b. On the other hand, a pair of three red (7th, 11th, and
13th) rows corresponds to the latter case without common dominated switches.
When we compare the number of pre-erased switches in both cases, the former is
always costlier than the latter. This is because the node including the dominated
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switch is disconnected and reconnected in each programming of a representative
switch. The former disconnects/reconnects such a node multiple times, but the
latter disconnects/reconnects it only once. Therefore, the optimal solution selects
representative switches that have no common dominated switches.

Consequently, the proof can conclude that optimal representative switches
are not dominated by other target switches. Hence, the original property can be
proved by

SWopt-rep
[∗∗] are not dominated by other target switches.

⇒ Multiple SWopt-rep are not dominated by each other.
⇔ Multiple SWopt-rep are not descendants of each other.
⇒ Multiple SWopt-rep share a root node.

[∗∗]SWopt-rep: optimal representative switches. (5.6)

Another proof in an exhaustive manner for equation (5.6) is given in Appendix A.

5.4 Pseudo Code of Partial Reprogramming
This section gives a pseudo code of the proposed partial reprogramming method.
Algorithm 2 includes only STEP 3 of the partial writing process since STEPs 1
and 2 are straightforward. Lines 3-8, line 9, lines 10-12, and line 13 correspond
to STEP 3a, 3b, 3c, and 3d, respectively.

As explained in Section 5.3.2, lines 3-8 calculate the number of programmed
switches by function CalcCost repeatedly changing the root node, and choose
the one with the minimum number of programmed switches. Function CalcCost
recursively traverses the connection tree with depth-first search, and count the
number of programmed switches. Inside this function, lines 15-16 search
representative nodes from the closer nodes to the root node for each edge. After
that, lines 17-18 enumerate on-state connector switches connecting to the parent
in a representative node and its descendant for all representative nodes. The
proposed method puts these connector switches in Serase and increments the cost,
which is the number of programmed switches, by one each time a connector
switch is put. STEP 3a performs a depth-first search as many times as the
number of nodes in the connection tree, and hence the worst time complexity
is O(|V |(|V | + |E|)) where |V | and |E| are the number of nodes and edges of the
connection tree, respectively. Here, |E| = |V | − 1 < |V | holds in a tree structure,
and |V | is Nvertical at most, which is the number of vertical signal lines in a crossbar.
Therefore the worst time complexity can be written as O(Nvertical

2).
After the completion of lines 3-8, the switches to be pre-erased are in Serase,

and the proposed method turns off them in line 9 as STEP 3b. Then, STEP 3c turns
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Algorithm 2 Minimizing programmed switches.
1: Starget = {SCV, SNC, SNN to be turned on}
2: Sch = {On-state SCH}
3: Serase = ∅, cost = ∞
4: for each node Ni do
5: Stmp = ∅, costtmp = 0
6: CalcCost(Ni, ∅, Stmp, costtmp, False)
7: if costtmp < cost then
8: Serase = Stmp, cost = costtmp

9: Turn off all Serase

10: for S i ∈ Starget do
11: if S i is not connector switch to parent then
12: Turn on S i, Starget = Starget − {S i}
13: Turn on all Serase ∪ Starget in order from shallow to deep

14: function CalcCost(Ni, Nrep, Serase, cost, flag)
15: if flag = False, Ni has S j ∈ Starget then
16: Nrep = Nrep ∪ {Ni}, flag = True
17: if flag = True, Ni has S j ∈ Sch, S j is connecting to parent then
18: Serase = Serase ∪ {S j}, cost = cost + 1
19: for Nchild ∈ {N j | N j is child node of Ni} do
20: CalcCost(Nchild, Nrep, Serase, cost, flag)
21: if Ni ∈ Nrep then
22: flag = False

on target switches SCV and SNN in lines 10-12. Finally, line 13 turns on connector
switches SCH and SNC in order from shallow to deep at STEP 3d.

5.5 Evaluation Results
This subsection experimentally demonstrates how much the number of pro-
grammed switches is reduced by the proposed partial reprogramming method.
Figures 5.6 and 5.7 compare the number of programmed switches in the con-
ventional method and that in the proposed method. Here, the conventional
method turns off all the on-state via-switches in the previous configuration and
then writes the next configuration to the crossbar. This evaluation randomly
generates non-looped previous and next configurations and derives a sneak path
free programming order minimizing the programmed switches by the proposed
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Figure 5.6: Number of programmed switches in reconfiguration with conventional
and proposed methods when 0.5% of via-switches are on-state in 100x100
crossbar.

method. This evaluation chose the locations of on-state switches using uniformly
distributed random numbers. The crossbar size was set to 100x100, and the
percentage of on-state via-switches in a crossbar was 0.5% in Figure 5.6 and 1.5%
in Figure 5.7. This evaluation also varied the percentage of common on-state
via-switches in the previous and next configurations from 20% to 80%, and
performed 10,000 trials for each case. Programmed common and non-common
switches are depicted with different colors.

From Figure 5.6, we can see that the number of programmed switches in
the conventional method is fixed to 200, which is 100 × 100 via-switches ×
0.5% × 2 atom switches × 2 configurations (previous and next), for each case. In
the proposed method, the number of programmed non-common switches is the
same as that of the conventional method since it is essential to erase and write
non-common switches for reconfiguration. On the other hand, the number of
programmed common switches is dramatically reduced by the proposed method.
As a result, the proposed method reduces the total number of programmed
switches by 19.5% to 77.4%. The reduction of 77.4% increases the number
of possible reconfiguration executions of the via-switch FPGA by 4.4X. The
reduction in the number of programmed switches also reduces reconfiguration
time. If the via-switch FPGA shares the programming drivers between the
entire CLBs array for reducing the area of peripheral circuits, it is necessary
to program via-switches sequentially. In this case, the reconfiguration time is
the programming time of each switch multiplied by the number of programmed
via-switches. Therefore, 77.4% reduction in the number of programmed switches
reduces reconfiguration time by 77.4%. On the other hand, the via-switch FPGA
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Figure 5.7: Number of programmed switches in reconfiguration with conventional
and proposed methods when 1.5% of via-switches are on-state in 100x100
crossbar.

can also adopt a parallel programming scheme by increasing the number of
drivers. Even in this case, the reconfiguration time decreases while the reduction
ratio may vary depending on the maximum number of programmed switches in
independent programming regions.

Comparing Figures 5.6 and 5.7, the reduction ratio on the number of pro-
grammed switches decreases slightly as the percentage of on-state via-switches
increases from 0.5% to 1.5%. This is because the density of on-state via-switches
is relatively high and we have to erase more common switches for avoiding
the sneak path problem. However, we can still see that the proposed method
considerably reduces the number of programmed switches.

Next, this paragraph discusses the impact of optimal root node selection in
STEP 3a of partial writing. This evaluation compares the number of programmed
switches in both cases that STEP 3a selects an optimal root node and the worst
root node. Figure 5.8 shows a histogram of reduction ratio in the number of
programmed switches from the worst case to the optimal case. In this evaluation,
the crossbar size is 100x100, the percentage of on-state via-switches in a crossbar
of the previous and next configurations are 1% and 1.1%, all the on-state
via-switches in the previous configuration are included in the next configuration,
and consequently 0.1% via-switches are newly turned on in the next configuration.
The number of trials is 10,000. The number of programmed switches can be
reduced by 70% at maximum and 29% on average thanks to the optimal root
selection. This result indicates that the optimal root selection plays an important
role in the proposed method.
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5.6 Discussion

As is proved, the proposed method achieves the sneak path free partial reconfigu-
ration of the via-switch crossbar with minimum programming steps. This section
discusses an application example of the proposed method for the chip testing. To
verify the via-switch FPGA functionality, the manufacturer has to check whether
there are faults in manufactured FPGA chips before the shipment. In the FPGA
chip test, built-in self-test (BIST) techniques are often adopted [114–119]. The
BIST techniques utilize reconfigurability of FPGAs for testing itself without
adding dedicated testing circuits to the chip, i.e., they program some CLBs to
test the other CLBs. The following paragraphs explain that the proposed method
can accomplish further reduction of programming steps by focusing on the feature
of the BIST techniques that test patterns of the BIST can be arranged in arbitrary
order.

In the BIST, all the CLBs are configured as groups of block under test (BUT),
test pattern generator (TPG), and output response analyzer (ORA). The BIST uses
TPGs and ORAs for testing BUTs, specifically test patterns that are generated
by TPGs are applied to BUTs, and then the output of BUTs is compared with
the expected value in ORAs as illustrated in Figure 5.9. The BIST consists of
multiple test sessions so that all CLBs become BUT at least once. For example in
Figure 5.10, the BIST is composed of two test sessions. Test session #1 programs
CLBs at even rows as BUTs and CLBs at odd rows as TPGs and ORAs, and
vice versa in test session #2. Thanks to these two test sessions, all the CLBs in
the FPGA are tested. Figure 5.10 also shows that each test session has multiple
test phases to check various faults in the BUT, e.g., transistor faults, interconnect
faults, and so on. The BIST reprograms CLBs every time a test phase is shifted.
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Figure 5.9: Built-in self-test (BIST) approach.

In the above BIST approach, the order of test sessions and test phases is
arbitrary. For example, we can perform test session #2 before test session #1, and
test phase #1 can be moved after test phase #2 in Figure 5.10. By combining this
feature of order independence and the proposed partial reconfiguration method,
this section proposes a method that can further reduce the number of programmed
switches in the entire BIST sequence. First, this work models the BIST sequence
as a graph structure where each node represents one configuration of via-switch
FPGA. Here, the beginning and end are a configuration where all via-switches
are off-state, and many test configurations exist between them. Each edge weight
between arbitrary two nodes, which corresponds to the number of programmed
switches required for changing one configuration to another one, can be calculated
by equation (5.5). It should be noted that the edge weight from configuration A
to configuration B and the edge weight from configuration B to configuration A
are different. By calculating the edge weights of all the combinations of two
configurations, it gives a complete directed graph as depicted in the top of
Figure 5.11. After that, by solving an asymmetric traveling salesman problem
with the obtained graph, an optimal BIST sequence with minimum programming
steps can be derived as shown in the bottom of Figure 5.11. The proposed
optimization method of the BIST sequence minimizes the manufacturing test time.
The cost of manufacturing test accounts for a large percentage of a unit price of a
chip, and hence the minimization of the test time thanks to the proposed method
contributes to reducing the chip cost. The proposed method also contributes to
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Figure 5.10: Test sessions and test phases in BIST.

maximizing the number of reprogramming in the FPGA lifetime at the FPGA
user side after the shipment.

5.7 Conclusion

This chapter proposed a minimization method of the programming steps in
the partial reconfiguration of the via-switch crossbar without the sneak path
problem. The proposed method minimizes the number of programmed switches
by arranging the root node of the connection tree that represents the connection
status of signal wires in a crossbar. This chapter models the optimal root node
selection as a set cover problem with cost minimization, and also proposes a
low computational complexity method that obtains the same solution of the set
cover problem without solving it. In a test case, the proposed method reduced
the number of programmed switches by 77.4% compared to the conventional
approach, which enables 4.4X more reconfigurations of the via-switch FPGA
and reduces reconfiguration time by 77.4%. The proposed method contributes
to extending the lifetime of via-switches and speeding up the reconfiguration of
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the via-switch FPGA for both user programming and manufacturing test.
Future work includes the generalization of the sneak path free reconfiguration

method proposed in Chapters 4 and 5 for other crossbar structures with various
types of switches beyond the via-switch FPGA. Crossbar structures are widely
adopted in many non-volatile FPGAs and memories because of high integration
density, and these circuits also suffer from the sneak path problem. When the
proposed method in this dissertation is generalized, it may solve the sneak path
problem in other FPGAs or memories than via-switch FPGA. For discussing
the generality, it is needed to define generalized crossbar structures that can
accommodate various types of switches and identify what is the necessary
condition for the generalized structures.





Chapter 6

Conclusion

This dissertation discussed primary challenges that the non-volatile via-switch
FPGA was facing at the design phase, manufacturing phase, and user program-
ming phase for practical application. This work provided solutions for each
challenge to realize the high energy efficiency, defect-free, and sneak path free
via-switch FPGA. This chapter summarizes this dissertation, and highlights its
contributions, and future works.

For the challenge at the design phase, Chapter 2 focused on the interconnect
structure that fully utilizes advantages of via-switches in terms of small footprint,
non-volatility, BEoL integration, and small parasitic load. This work proposed
an interconnect structure that has a functionality of selective repeater insertion to
signal paths and achieves low interconnect delay and high energy efficiency. This
chapter also identified the programming structure requirement at the inter-CLB
connection switch taking the sneak path problem into account. A substantial
performance improvement compared with conventional SRAM-based FPGA
thanks to the proposed interconnect structure was demonstrated by transistor-
level SPICE-based evaluation. The evaluation result showed that the proposed
structure improved the crossbar integration density by 26X and reduced 90%
of interconnect delay and 94% of energy at 0.5 V operation. The proposed
interconnect structure was actually adopted in the fabricated trial chip of the
via-switch FPGA [120].

To ensure arbitrary routings at the manufacturing phase before the shipment,
Chapter 3 discussed how to explore faulty via-switches in the crossbar. This
chapter demonstrated that on/off-states of via-switches can be discriminated by
using a general differential pair comparator. The comparator can be implemented
with a small area at the peripheral part of the via-switch FPGA chip. This
chapter also clarified fault modes of a via-switch using SPICE simulation that
injected stuck-on/off faults to atom switch and varistor. Then, this work proposed
a look-up table based fault detection and diagnosis methodology that identifies
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faulty via-switches in the crossbar, where the look-up table enumerates the
comparator response in normal and faulty cases. The proposed fault testing
method had 100% fault detectability. In terms of the fault diagnosability, the
successful ratios of 100% and 79% were accomplished in cases that the number
of faulty components in a via-switch was up to one and up to two, respectively.

At the user programming phase, the sneak path problem that unintentionally
changes on/off state of non-target via-switches may arise depending on FPGA
configuration patterns. Chapter 4 clarified the crossbar programming status that
causes the sneak path by exploring the occurrence conditions of the sneak path
problem. Then, this chapter proposed a sneak path free initial programming
method based on arranging the programming sequence of via-switches in a
crossbar. Here, the initial programming means the programming that is performed
for the crossbars whose via-switches are all off-state. This work devised
a connection tree based algorithm that effectively obtains a sneak path free
programming order, where the connection tree represents the connection status
of signal lines in a crossbar as a tree structure. This chapter also formally proved
that arbitrary non-looped on-off patterns in a crossbar necessarily had a sneak path
free programming order. The quantitative evaluation demonstrated a significant
improvement of the routing flexibility in the via-switch crossbar thanks to the
proposed method. This work confirmed that the proposed method increased
the number of available configurations by over four orders of magnitude in a
practically-sized 100x100 crossbar. In any practical configurations of via-switch
FPGA, the sneak path problem can be solved by the proposed method.

Chapter 5 extended the proposed method of Chapter 4 for partial recon-
figuration in the crossbar where some via-switches are already on-state at the
initial state. A partial reconfiguration method that minimizes programming steps
without the sneak path problem is proposed in this chapter. The proposed method
minimizes the number of programmed switches by arranging the root node of the
connection tree, and this chapter modeled the optimal root node selection as a set
cover problem with cost minimization. Furthermore, this work also proposed a
low computational complexity method that obtains the same solution of the set
cover problem without solving it. The simulation-based evaluation demonstrated
that the proposed method reduced the number of programmed switches by 77.4%
compared to the conventional approach. This 77.4% reduction enables 4.4X more
reconfigurations of the via-switch FPGA and shortens reconfiguration time by
77.4%.

This dissertation covers and solves critical challenges at all phases of via-
switch FPGA development. The interconnect structure proposed in Chapter 2
improves the operating speed and energy efficiency. The fault diagnosis method
proposed in Chapter 3 can identify defective products after manufacturing and
prevent the shipment of those products. The sneak path solution proposed in
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Chapter 4 can program all the practical configuration patterns to the via-switch
FPGA. The partial reconfiguration method proposed in Chapter 5 extends the
lifetime of via-switches and improves the reconfiguration speed of the via-switch
FPGA for both user programming and manufacturing test. Finally, these contri-
butions enable FPGA users to implement any applications on high-performance
and defectless via-switch FPGA.

Future work in the fault diagnosis method of Chapter 3 is to develop a
fault testing method for logic circuits and interconnections. For this purpose,
the BIST technique, which is briefly introduced in Section 5.6, is one of the
suitable solutions. The BIST technique checks faults of manufactured FPGA
without adding dedicated testing circuits to the chip by utilizing the FPGA
reconfigurability, i.e., some CLBs are configured to test the other CLBs. As
discussed in Section 5.6, the proposed partial reconfiguration method can be
combined with the BIST technique, and contributes to minimization of the number
of programmed switches in the test phase and maximization of the number of
reprogramming at user side after the shipment.

Another future work includes the verification of the proposed fault testing and
sneak path avoidance methods in the trial via-switch FPGA chip. The trial chip is
based on the proposed interconnect structure in Chapter 2 and has been fabricated
with 65 nm process node [120]. For the proposed fault diagnosis method in
Chapter 3, it is necessary to confirm that the comparator can distinguish the
via-switch on/off-states and the proposed fault diagnosis method actually works in
the trial chip. Also, for the sneak path free reconfiguration methods in Chapters 4
and 5, it is needed to validate that the proposed methods surely eliminate the sneak
path and completely solve this problem.





Appendix A

Another proof for Equation (5.6)

Another proof for equation (5.6) is presented. This chapter separately gives the
proof for the two cases; when only one representative switch is given by the
solution of the set cover problem, and when multiple representative switches are
given.

When there is only one representative switch, the proof is self-evident. The
direction to the parent node is specified only by one representative switch, and
hence no contradiction occurs. Otherwise, the solution says that the representative
node is the root node, and again no contradiction occurs.

Next, the following discusses the proof for the case of multiple representative
switches. This work proves the case of two representative switches since this proof
is easily extended to the cases that there are three or more representative switches.
Figure A.1(a) illustrates the generalized tree structure with two representative
switches, and Figure A.1(b) shows all the combinations of two representative
switches. No matter how many edges a representative node has, they can be
categorized into two groups; (1) an edge directed to another representative node
and (2) other edges. All the nodes except representative nodes can be divided
into node groups A, B, and C in Figure A.1(a). Node group B contains the
nodes between the (1) edges of the two representative nodes. Nodes beyond the
edges (2) of representative nodes S and T are categorized into node groups A
and C, respectively. In Figure A.1(b), each red arrow indicates the direction
to the root node from each representative switch, and the red arrow pointing to
the representative node itself indicates that the representative node is the root
node. There are three directions for each red arrow (edge (1), edge (2), and the
representative node itself), and hence there are 3×3 = 9 patterns of two red arrows.
This work divides these 9 patterns into three cases. Case 1 contains patterns that
include at least one red arrow pointing to the representative node itself. Patterns
that have the red arrow indicating the direction of edge (2) are categorized into
case 2. Case 3 contains patterns where both the red arrows indicate the direction
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Figure A.1: All combinations of two representative switches.

of edge (1).
From now, this paragraph proves that the possible pattern is only case 3

in Figure A.1(b). In case 1, there is at least one red arrow pointing to the
representative node itself, which indicates that choosing this representative node
as the root node is optimal. To program the representative switch in the root
node, it is needed to disconnect the descendant nodes of the root node, i.e., all
the nodes of the connection tree. Therefore, another representative node is also
disconnected and can be programmed in this programming step, which means
there is a dominance relationship. From the definition, representative switches
do not dominate each other, and hence the patterns in case 1 never exist as a
solution of the set cover problem. In general, from the above reason, the red
arrow pointing to the representative node itself never exists in cases where there
are two or more representative nodes. Next, the same discussion is applied to
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case 2 where at least one red arrow indicates the direction of edge (2). In this
case, another representative node is included in the descendant nodes of this
representative node. For example in pattern f of Figure A.1(b), representative
switch s argues that the root node is included in node group A. At that time,
another representative switch t is one of the descendant nodes of node S, and
then there is a dominance relationship. Hence, patterns in case 2 do not exist as
a solution of the set cover problem. The same discussion is applicable to cases
of three or more representative nodes. From the above discussion, the possible
pattern of red arrows is only case 3 where all the red arrows indicate the direction
to intermediate nodes of all representative nodes. All the red arrows can be
satisfied by choosing the root node from intermediate nodes of representative
switches, and the proposed method can minimize the number of programmed
switches without solving the set cover problem.
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